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Have you ever stopped to
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think how hazardous is this
business of bring a newspaper
editor/
Have you ever stopped to
think that pleasing the public
is
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One
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Have you ever stopped to
think that no matter what you
Drastic cutbacks in quotas
Administration said that he beGirl Scout Drive
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write pertly good (no kudos for package sales was reduced
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Quotas for licenses to sell quor
urd
ay
aft
ernoon Anlicenses—one for each the drive total double
just • quote) why don't you from 14 to four.
liquor by the drink suffered 2,500
what other meeting of all officials elec
ted
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County Liquor License Quota
Cut Sharply---From 14 To 4

THAD FAGAN NEEDS
FIFTY DOLLARS TO Democrats Name
BREAK RECORD
County Official

MUSIC DEPARTMENT
TO PRESENT YULE
PROGRAM SUNDAY

s
In QuietElections

CIRCUIT CLERKS
TO GET HIGHER
FEES BY NEW LAW

Santa Claus Is Corning Here!

POSTMASTER URGES
EARLY MAILING FOR
SUREST DELIVERY

US PRISON BUREAU
SEEKS AREA SITE
FOR PENITENTIARY

•

/

The Fulton News, Thursday, December 5, 1956
home in California Monday after spending nearly two weeks
Joyce Taylor • with his father, W. L. Rowland,
two bnothers and two sisters
The weather is quite a bit and other relatives.
warmer and feels good after
Mrs.- Roy Emerson is feelseveral days of regular winter ing better being sick all last
weather.
week with a sore throat.
Bernard Rowland left for his
Bro. and Mrs. Lewis, Mr.
nmesnr
and Mrs. Paul Cathey and Mr...
With JIM PRYOR
and Mrs. Bill Herndon and BelApe,Illinois Confoll Itulgrool
aanophers1
linda were guests in the home
of Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Hicks
KEEP FARM
Sunday.
. MACHINERY YOUNG
Joyce Taylor visited Norma
One of the most important
Rohrer of near Dublin _Friday
The Perfected
jobs on the farm is the care
night.
Mrs. Ruth Crittenden is get- of equipment. Thousands of
ting along fine in the Fuller dollars
are just rusted away
Gilliam Hospital and hopes to
every
year
on Southern Illinois
be out soon.
Bro. and Mrs. Thomas Smith- and Western Kentucky farms.
tinier and Johnnie of Mayfield As tools finish their jobs this
called in the Oliver Taylor season, winterize it before stor-Maximum value in heat
home Friday evening. Other
ing economy
visitors were Bernard, Erwin ing and it will not only save
--Saves TIME
and Allie Rowland and their you money, it will also save a
few headaches. Here are a few
father.
consideration.
-Saves CLEANING
Mr. and Mrs. Quitman Casey hints for your
it is better to paint
•
of Sharon were Sunday guests First
bright surfaces such as snouts
-Saves COAL
of his mother, Mrs. Lela Casey
on a corn picker that is mountand
Exie.
-N--Correst Size for YOUI;
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Barley of ed than it is to grease, because
--NEEDS
Mayfield visited in the Row- greased surfaces are troubleland home Wednesday night or some and very dirty. It is,
however better- to grease than
last week.
Mrs. Casale Taylor was the to let it rust out. Now then
to be sure to grease all bearSee it today at
ings before machinery is storHearing Aid Batt6r1es1 ed. This keeps out moisture,
therefore no rust. Jmosen tenComplete Line
sion on all V belts for longer
For all makes of hearing aids!
life. Either drain the fuel tank
Visit our Hearing Aid Departand carburetor before storage
ment at your first opportunity.
or fill the tank. This will depend on whether or not the
CITY DRUG CO.
machine in question is to be
Phone 35
Phone 711a used during
UM Lake Street
the winter. Moisooms
ture will form in the tank and
you have trouble. If you plan
not to use the tractor I would
advise complete drainage. It
goes without saying that blocks
hs-voss From The
Lake Street Ext
and radiators that have no
Coca-Cola Plant
AU Favorite Breads anti-freeze should always be
drained after use. Never leave
it until later in the day. Now
then for the fertilizer applicators; wash with water (warm
if possible) and let dry. Next
rinse with a 50-50 solution of
used oil and kerosene. The kerosene will carry the oil into
For The Best In
cracks and hard to get places
APPLIANCE
Then evaporate. . . leaving the
oil as a rust proof coating.
REFRIGERATION
and
I have seen a lot of machSMALL APPLIANCE
inery under trees lately. Now
REPAIR
the only way a tree can give
—CALL 559—
any protection in the winter
SPECIALIZED
is to have it sawed into boards
anti build a shed. If you have
SERVICE
no storage for the tractor, a
Commercial Ave.
tarpaulin will give some pro(Next to News Office)
tection. It would be more pro24 Hour Service
fitable to put the tractor under
the shed than the family car
since the auto is protected by
the body all over and could
withstand more weather. Lets
not let another winter find us
with a shade tree shed, a storm
or ice could prune a large limb
on a tractor and spoil an entire years profit.

Maw

• DUKEDOM RT. 2

•••

7440

KING-0-HEAT

MAGAZINE HEATER

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO

I

. LAKE STREET LIOUOR STORE

I

' PLENTY FREE

BROKE FLAT SHOES!

Knoxville—The annual search
for the state's most talanted
Noung singer was launched
this week at the University
of Tennessee.
Fly4rs announcing the 1957• Grace Moore contest, which
will pay off in a $725 to $3,000 scholarship to the winner
and smaller working scholarships to runners-up, have been
mailed to voice teachers and
high school plancipals throughout the state
The "broadside" is aimed at
Tennessee's high- -school seniors
who show promise as future
concert singers and who hope
to develop their talents toward
a music career. according to
Ralph W. Frost, chairman of
the Grace Moore Scholarship
Committee at U-T.
One of the richest undergraduate music scholarship* in the
nation, the U-T award helps
perpetuate the memory and
Philanthropic deeds of the late
"Tennessee Nightingale," called
the greatest singing actress of
her time. Miss Moore planned
to give her last concert before
retirement to benefit the U-T

A 42-year-old porter in Norfolk, Virginia, liked to stay
close to his money . . he didr.'i trust banks.
Keep it in your wallet or
hide it in your shoes. That was
his motto.
_Well_ the idea worked fine
until recently . . . then he fell
asleep on the job.
TINe porter dozed off in a
restaurant
in • Norfolk. and
when he woke up he was
bankrupt.
Some -one had taken his wallet . . . his shoes . . . and the
money he hid in his mocks.

BIRTHS
It's A Boy:
Congratulations Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Duncan of Clinton. Route
4, on the birth of a seven
pound, four ounce son. The
baby was born Novembyr 26,
at 5:15 p. m.
It's A Boy:

Go to Church Sunday!

SmerT
Super'
Kern-Tone

Congratulations
Rev.
and
Mrs. Champ Traylor of San
Mateo, Calif., an the .birth of
a son, -seven pounds, nine ounces, who was born November
Wash II thole sod again! Tea
2b He has bee nnamed Mark
oan't mar tea masakisas
fund, but a plane crash in 1947 Allen Mrs. Taylor is the former
basetey af this de luza labels
cut short her career, Mr. Frost Patricia Willey, daughter of
11110 pallet
solos $
said.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Willey
Ready to ass. Rosy
i
The Grace Moore award is of •Furton.
to apply Ono gallon
valued at $725 for the entering
does th• •v•rags
U-T freshman, but under cerroom al only ...
re 0.14
Americans believe it is a
tain conditions may be renewed annually through 'the senior good idea to save regularly.
Exchange Furniture Co.
sear to give a total four-year according to a recent survey
scholarship of almost $3,000. In by the University of Michigan
hurch
Phone li:")
addition. a number of Knox- Research Center.
ville churches are expected to
,
,4114•1111•11aMIMINIIMII
interview runners-up for working scholarships in their choirs.
Frost said regional auditions
for the young singers will again be held at Martin. Nashville, and Knoxville, with the
CA/AFIELD ALL-CHROME MIXER
final elimination scheduled for
weArs IN A NAME
March in Knoxville. The dead$39.95
A regular $49.95 value!
A man in New York is in line for applying for the scholthe dog house with the Federal arship will be Jan. 31
Government because his dog's
DOMINION 10-CUP COFFEE MAKER
name isn't Doris.
Electric, folly automatic skill, trniperii!lire
Joseph Smith—a theater porter—pleaded guilty to a charge
contro!. "flax or selector"'
qf
listing
his
five -year-old
$12.95
A regular $16.95 value!
44A11/11/,
cocker spaniel as his daughter
on his federal income tax form.
Aer'MATIC
The dog's real name is
DOMINION AUTOMATIC Pop Up TOASTER
.
IffolStlfR
"Duchess" . . . not "Doris" as
A regular $17.95 value!
$13.95
he listed her.
Smith admitted he received
Panonej
a 282-dollar refund by making
Maytag dew
the false claim. Federal Judge t.ew down riyment....,_11"""'IL
Frederick Van Pelt Bryan put
and Remy Terms "nir
Smith on probation for three
BENNETT ELECTRIC
Hornbeak and Holland
Lake Street, Fulton
years after he promised to
pay
117 Kato
halm
back the 282-dollars.
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,5..,
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NOW! SAVE ON APPLIANCES!

4gisb'

MIuLA
Engage

Mr. and
Thompson
announce
their daui
to James
son of
William F
Miss 1
from
De
where shn
the Beta
of Pt Si
She &item
is Macao

FIRESTONE HOME & AUTO SUPPLY STORE

PARKING!

PEEDY I
SERVICE

gl
10% DISCOUNT
ON ALL TOYS
PURCHASED BEFORE
DECEMBER 15th
• DOLLS
• WHEEL TOYS

guest of Mrs. Addie Casey and
Lila Mae one night last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Crittenden and girls of Manleyville
spent Friday night and Saturday in this vicinity.
Sunday dinner guests in the
W. L. Rowland home were Mr.
and Mrs. Norman Puckett and
Sut of Lone Oak, Mr. and Mrs.
L. A. Rowland of Lynn Grove,
Bernard Rowland of Califgrnia,
and Edwin Rowland and ',girls.

LONG
FACED
Spots
on Clothes?
Over

• WAGONS
•.e

SPECIAL!

Linrut•
California
]Cave well
Hilt wai
speeding.
enough so
or nothing

FRIDAY, SATURDAY, SUNDAY

iftemswitesii

DECEMBER 7, 8, AND 9

at your Fulton DAIRY QUEEN store
Introducing --Three New Delicious Sandwiches!
r-

V

1.1

CHUCK WAGON STEAK

SALE!

BEEF AND MUSHROOM

Fresh-off-1he-range breaded beef and
real wit h an onion flavor! Truly

All
V Reg. $

Every bite tender and delirious .
with mushrooms right in Me steak,
Tlw y'rE womb !I'll!

delicious.'

V Reg. 3

Reg. $
V
V

TEXAS FRIED STEAK
Good-n'-spicy; cooked that old-fashioned ranch way with a browned
crust that keeps the juices in!

These sandwiches are served on a five-inch bun with
lettuce, tomato and french fries.

REGULAR PRICE 45c EACH
FRI.-SAT.-SUN.
your choice
Another
FOR
DAIRY QUEEN
-First"!

2 59C

V
V
V
V

SALE!
Fisk

V
V

Try These OK

• VELOCIPEDES

Call Office
Prices.

• GAMES
SUITS — — — — 85c
• HUNDREDS MORE!

c14 c!)
WES-TENN
•

SEARCH BEGINS
FOR BEST YOUNG
SINGER IN TENNESSEE

DEPARTMENT STORES, Inc. .0
Lake Street — Fulton

DRESSES — — — 85c

DAIRY QUEEN thanks you for your
wonderful
patronage and knows you will LOVE these new sandwich treats. Besides these, of course, we serve these
other foods that have made us thosands of happy
customers:
Hickory smoked pit barbecue, jumbo 40c;
Reg. 25c
Bag '0 Chicken-45c;
Box '0 Chicken-75c
Bag '0 Shrimp-50c
Box '0 Shrimp-85c
Hamburgers-13c, 2 for 25c
Jumbo Burgers-30c

SALE!
Reg. $
V
1
1

CONES—SUNDAES—SHAKES—MALTS

V

PANTS and SHIRTS
2 for 85c

OPEN ALL WINTER — 7 DAYS A WEEK

OK LAUNDRY &
CLEANERS INC.

Dairy Queen

— PHONE 130 —

Located on West State Line on the Corner by Carr Institute

Reg. $

V
V
V
V
V
V

LA

Don
IP 70JO 3110110710:

Phone 692

;ay!

Mrs. 0. V. Scott. Jr. were hostesses at a shower at the The Fulton News, Thursday, Dec. 6, 1956
Page 8
Athletic Club.
Mrs. Charles Sloan gave a Last week Linnie's sister, Edith of the Derby
Cafe.
shower Thursday at her home and husband, Sherill Pirtle of
The table held as its centerJerseyv
ille,
on Tilson Drive
Illinois
were
their
and Fridey
Daniel Wilson entertained the guests for a few days-then piece a beautiful arrangement
By Mary Nelle Wright
of y e 11 o sr chrysanthemums.
betnothed couple at a dinner Ted's brother, Harry and his
Candelabra held glowing yeldaught
er,
Kathry
Hear Mary-Nelle's program, "My Fair Lady" every I party at the Ansley Golf Club. were here also. n of St. Louis low
tapers and the place cards
The bride-elect's mother, Mrs.
held small yellow mums.
day on WFUL at 9:30 a.m., Monday through Friday.
This weekend the Clarks will
James Edward Thompson was
Glenda Sue was her usual
hostess at a trousseau tea at play host to another one of charming self and
was ever so
Linnie'
s
sisters, Gerry McMa- chic in a
her home on East Parr Road.
black wool sheath
han-and hubby, Commander dress.
There's just no doubt about it - it's here
Mrs.
A. T. Thompson, aunt
Her
the
William Alva McMahan, who low mums gift corsage of yelcomplemented her
happy, gay and yet frenzied season of Christmas. of the bride-to-be, will give are
also
VERY
dear
friends
of
frock. She was presented a casthe bridesmaids' luncheon on
Think of it-as of today - there's less than three Decemb
yours
truly,
your
Diarist
We
.
serole as a gift from her boser 8 at the Castle
had a telephone conversation tesses.
weeks left before jolly St. Nick makes his peren- riage Room. That evening, Carfol- with those UNPRE
DICTABLE
the rehearsal, Mr. and
nial visits - and the gifts are opened and the- bills lowing
Mrs. J. W. Royal will enter- McMahans Sunday night. They
The 1 happiest people in tows
are closed._ .
tain at a dinner party honoring live in Muscatine, Iowa-and on Sunday afterno
on, Nov. 2i
THAT
is
where
we
placed
our
Christmas shopping is the order of these days their son and his future bride. phone
were the T. J. Callisons. ypt
call-only, p be told
with party-planning, home-coming, and visiting Those who have already en- int we would find them at see, it was their 25th annlvet
tertained are Mrs. J. I. Gaul& the Drake
sary. They had made tentativ,
taking equally top billings. But still things are ing,
Hotel-in CHICAGO. plans
Mrs. George Warren and It seems
for several months to
that Bill had schedulhappening, people are coming and going-so let's Mrs. Marvin Williams, Debbie ed a busines
have open house so that all
s
trip
to
the
windy
Talley, Mrs. E. A. Zimmerman, city
see for a minute just what has been happening.
and Gerry conveniently of their friends could share this
Mrs. M. T. Thome, and Mrs.
occasion with them but they
made
the trip to do some
Here and There:,
Jimmie is a nenhew of Kath- Davis Tarrer, Mrs. Larry Sail- CHRISTMAS shopping. So-we finally decided that they would
ors and Mrs. H. K. Robb, HarCongratulations to Billy Hill. ryn Atkins and Ruth Lewis.
learned that they have decided have to forget about entertainriett Hayes, Carol King and
son of Exie and Williams Hill
to take a little spin.,down our ing because they had been so
We haveA't seen their "little
Carmen Moore arid Sue Moore way
who was recently promoted to daughter",
this weekend. Bill will busy doing many chores in
Wroth; for a few The marria
A.ssistant Supervisor in the years-and
ge of this popular ,transact more business down their new home.
we actually can't
You 'may well imagine how
Planning
couple will take olace Sunday, .
Department of the realize that she
- Memphis way
while Gerry surpris
.is of "marStanling Oil Company of !iagcable"
ed-es well as pleasedisee--but-'tis so, or- Dec. 9 at the Oakhurst Baki-„visits with is in dear old Ful- they
were when Mrs. Parker
Brownsville, Texas. This com- cording
ton, until Wednesday of next
to the Decatur news- tist Church in Decatur.
McClure and Mrs. Sam Hibbs
pany is a sitliary of the paper.
; week.
(Continued on page six)
Standard Oil
The lovely'Ted Clark home
pany.
Dorothy has been 'the inspir- on
Pearl Street has been a beeBilly and his wife. Joyce ation for a
Mothers and daughters were
series of pre-nuptial hive of activit
y
and little daughter. Renee have parties. Last
at
a
Fri lay morning Ted and Linnie ever since co-hostesses
luncheon
How Christian
lived in St. Louis since his Ruth Thomas
moved the Saturday afternoon when
. who will be first piece
Exie
of furniture in It and Beverly Hill,
graduation from the University maid of honor,
Science Heals
Gladys and
eQtertained at seems that every
of Kentucky three years ago. a breakfast
week--some Jean An
Hyland entertained "OVERCOMING
at her home on friend of the
PRIDE popular Clarks in honor of Glenda
They will leave St. 'Louis next Ponce de Leon
Sue Brown,
Place aod Sat- comes to Fulton
A FOE IN AMBUSH"
week for their new home in urday. Mrs.
from here- popular bride-elect with
a
0.
loveV.
Scott
and t h r e-and
Brownsville. Our best wishes
EVERYWHERE. ly luncheon in the Rebel
WFUL (1279 Kt.) Sunday 9:15
Room
to Billy and Joyce. (Joyce is
the former Joyce Fields, daughter of Roper and Patty Mae V
V
Fields of Fulton).

Diary of Dotn's

are Co.
arch St

;39.95

Miss Thompson
Miss Dorothy Louise Thompson
Engaged To James W. Royal, Jr.
Mr and Mrs James F,clwas d ed to Social

112.95
VTER
13.95

Thompson of Decatur, Georgia
anrsounce the engagement
o-f
their daughter. Dorothy Louise,
to James William Royal, Jr ,
lion of Mr and Mrs James
William Royal. Sr.. of Atlanta
Miss Thompson
graduated
from
Decatur
High
School
where she was a member of
It. Beta Club and president
of Pi Sigma Delta Sorority.
She Attended Wesleyan Colleg
e
an hi0C00 wham
was elect-

oil and
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Just received another shipment of
All Winter Coat Reduced
a
those popular 60 gauge, 15 denier
a Reg. $24.95 Val.
stocking in time for Gift Giving.

SALE!

a
a
a
a

a
a
with

bow

692

a
a
a

$18.80
Reg. $29.95 Val.
$21.80
Reg. $34.95 Val.
$24.80
SHORTY COATS
Reg. $34.95

V
a'4

a
a

LADIES COATS

$1.00
GIFTS FOR HIM
'BLOCK' SHIRTS
Large Selection
Ivy League
Plaids
Solids

$16.80
SALE!

Slight irregular of $1.50 values.

LADIES HATS

$3,80
Other Hats $2.80

a

INITIAL HANKERCHIEFS
$1.00

LADIES PURSES
$1.98
Reg. $3.00 Val.
Reg. $4.00 Val.
$2.98

SALE!

Plum Tax

HAS EVERYTHING A MAN COULD ASK FOR!

Ties, Shirts, Sweaters,Papamas may not seem
original - but they're just what he wants!
Your gift is sure to make a hit if you choose
7*PIMA 70PM MC7070Is Xi707070701070
XI

from these nationally-advertised solid stand
bys at Hall-Wooten! Year-in Year-out they
remain the most

popular of all!

WIN110707010CO velinsmar710101070X0
70NI1070MA AO70XiAIM=MP7070707070
7030701070707070IV70707011071

a

0
GIFT HOSE

GIFT SHIRTS

Nationally-Advertised

Interwoven or Jerks in the
new miracle-Nylon that .
fit, any sire foot!

GIFT TIES
Nationally-Advertised .
WEMBLEY and FtEGALAIRE in season's smart
stripes, figures and colors.
All resilient construction;
wrinkle-resistant.

SPORT COATS

White Shirts and solids in
brands you know you can

A

depend on . . Arrow, En-

all wool coats. Fancy pat-

ro, and Tru-Val.

terns or solid colors.

beautiful

selection

in
A

0
a
a
It
a

;
*

a
a
a V
a V
ai
a a
V

a

Box of 3
MEN'S TIES _
$1.00 & $1.50
BELTS
$1.00 & $1.50
Boxed Handkerchiefs For Men, 1
X
Women and Children

1
V
V
V

V

1

t

V

DEPT. STORE

STREET
FULTON
Chris
tmas Parade Tuesday, 7:30, December 11th
Don't Miss The

a

Nadonally-Advertised
Accessories

GIVE PAJAMAS

1.50 up

$

SHIELD'S

11

First ?slighter

Jewelry

SWANK Jewelry

Sportsmen's men toiletries
1
V
aiOM MC MIMtMt Maeisisac mica;sac sac sotskin satisatEget
se

$3.95 to $8.95

COOPER
UNDERWEAR and
JOCKEY SHORTS

VIC A Sig Mtsu macft

Give Him a Gab. or
Nylon Jacket

SPORT SHIRTS

by Arrow. Enro and Tru-

ed lining.

rayon

Val,

Gabardines,

fancy

I
g

at
A
0
it

a

$8.95 to $12.95

OltSU Mc011000011OK AM MC MIC Ot( Mfg AC go(esic inis A

SMART GLOVES

HOUSE SLIPPERS

$2.50 to $6.50

$5.00

MIat matMIMIMIsic ix

a

$2.95 up

NUNN-BUSH and ;
PORTAGE SHOES ;
$9.95 to $18.50

ig.g sic atetatat wow ill maim a:me Atlac

OC:IC AC ilg 5.:&IirE

1H
Lake St.
HALL-WOOTEN CLOT
.
HING CO 414
Fulton
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We have a large selection

Charcoal. Wm.: Green or
Brown, Full Rayon match-
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V

a

.

Enro and Truyals
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a
a
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1

I i

a

at707107111X170

111111-WOOTfN

$1.00 pair
it
a.
$2.95 up
$21.50 to $29.50
$1.00 to $2.00
*
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SOXS
79c Values 49c

Fisk Hats $5.95 and 6.95 Val.

a

I;

a
a
a

98

Dress Shirts

1
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a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
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REPEATING A SELL OUT
Z pair
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a
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KASNOW'S
PRE - CHRISTMAS
SPECIALS

e

please hum NArit,1-1
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The many Fulton friends of
Jimmie and Gerry Thompson
Of Decatur, Georgia will be interested in the announcement
of their daughter, Dorothy's
marriage to James William
Royal, Jr. which will be an
event in December. (See picture and announcement).
Jimmie has been away from
Fulton for many years but-FULTON will always be HOME
WHO MET
As he drove away, Hill tore
-to him. He is the son of Mr
Lonrue
Hill
of Pasadena. up the ticket
tossing the pieces Ed Thompson and the late
California is a man who can't unt the
„r wirtdow.
Beulah Fields Thompson. J imleav . well enough alone
mie married a Georgia gal
Hien was given a ticket for
The cops ,promotly stopped (named Gerry) who has en speeding.
This
wasn't
bad him again
. . and gave him deared herself to everyone in
enough so Hill went for double a second
ticket for littering • our fair city who have been
or nothing
and got double, public street.
fortunate enough to meet her.
11111gThingstalltesalliatanigatilleflgatanntinsitilltaltintatian
atissessitakansitinstinstatansitisuatissowatetananangesigagiatat

CORE

I"

Standards.
Mr Royal graduated from
Murphy High School and was
president of the Student Cooncil and lieutenant colonel in
Military He attended Presbyterian College. At the present
time h i connected with Gulf
Oil Corporation and is attend.
mg Georgia State Coils ge of
Business Admmistratstan
The wedding will take place
Dec 14, at Oakhurst Baptist
Church of Decatur

A

!,/

, Ky.
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Do You Give Enough To Your
members
The bulk of church
ces to
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n
tha
give little more
ord_
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ng.
goi
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keep their church
the
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ing to a copyri
ne.
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Times, The
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The overwhelming majori But
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giving is on a $1-a-week bas
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l
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$2 a year
contribute as little as church to
for the support of the
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which they are anxious to com
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Of the ten Protestant church con
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gave the Most,an average of $75
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yea
per member a
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$67.82 and Pre
third. with an average member
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seven: Congregational Christian,
$54.76; Protestant Episcopal
$51.84; Lutheran (United). $50.25;
Baptist (American "Covention),
$43.17: Bantist (Southern Conv•ntion). $42.17; M et h odi s t,
$37.53: and Disciples of Christ,
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TURNING BACK THE CLOCK

"BLINKERS" READ

FASTER

Arts ..-ou a "blinkerl' If you
are. chancts der you're a batter
than peerage realer. According
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readers blink more often than
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ISTRICTLY EUSINESS

Let thy discontents be thy secrets.
—Benjamin Franklin
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marks rnd other gaps in
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text.
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rate
th,
t
abou
at
blink
times a minute.
Gratitude is much more thar
ks.
a verbal expression of than
Action expresses more grati
tude than speech.
--Mary Sakti- Frill:
BIG DOUBLE FEATURE
FRIDAY & SATURDAY

—Plus—
'FORREST TUCKER
MARI BLANCHARD
in

REGISTRAR* GENERAL
by PRINCZ GARIP:Ta

Dortewed for off oricitiitowa
May be tamed gat or folded
Deep bah pocket carries even
te'
foreign currency Accomoda
travel tickets on passport kBMOVABLE raid case

• prokot+oll by
AN INVISliti Sifteer••
Get your money's wont...
jet

for your money ..
PIUNCR GARDNER

Wyler—Bulova—Elgin
Hamilton -Fine Watches
International—Towle

Corh•m—Wailace
Lunt Heirloom
Fine Silverware

ANDREWS JEWELRY
CO.
398
209 Church—Phone

"Santa's Gilt
Headquarters"
Nationally-advertised

.
names
find them ALL here!

brand

FOR HIM!
Don'ts.

hats
.M A N 11 .5, Ti A• shirts snit
sportswear
NU% sportswear
itt I)
lit KHAKI) slacks
ESQUIRE hose.
PARIS accessories
W11.SON BRoS Faultlese Pe
jamas and underwear
BEAU BRUNIMELLI. ties
DARRV
MERIT 1-Star and
Sport
and
HOUSE Suits
(eats
ALLItiaToR rainwear and top
coats

*ow..

N
CAROL OHMART - TOM TRYO
.100Y LAWRANCE
NZ
..
74a"COLE • MICHAET. CUR
.
KAT "I(J
O/AIM
Mow ,
lomogoo to IV v./ WAIL
goo

VISTAY19011

STAGE COACH
FURY

(Cartoon)
Plus—Dear Old Switzerland

ealdelt-&411e4w041h

CLOTHING COMPANY
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SUNDAY—MONDAY—TUESDA
"If You're A Teen-Ager,
You're Old Enough . • ."
WE CHALLENGE YOU
to stop talking about
it 24 hours after
you see it!

Fulton

2% Main •t

FREEZER SPECIAL

V

What Better Gift Could lou Ask For
15 Cu. Ft.

V

FREEZER
1
1
1

20 Cu. Ft.

• FREEZER

Regular $279.95

Regular $329.95

Now ONLY

Now ONLY

$229.95

$279.95

ROGERS

LOOK AT THIS VALUE ... any nylon tire in
our store for the same price as a rayon tire.
1 Example: 1st line silent Sentry, 6:70 x 15 nylon tire for $19.48 installed.

MICHAEL

1

it

mer.ss
GINGER

RENNIE

CINMPAAScOPE
PLUS
Latest News and-An Igloo For

.00 MILDRED YIA•lblat
Nob/mid by CRUM woe
Node by EDMUND ROULDIMS
unstop, by 1•Alnit OBSCII
ow DRAKES ORACREIT

Two (Cartoon)

•

Western Auto Associate Store
Fulton
t! Lake Street
1
Home-Owned and Operated by Thad Fagan
*WIIP
PA NM10WPM RIO 1111IP WA 70WO WA10PPMPIMP MI/1071/1.1111PAle MA MIS

MN

Resist evil—error of every
sort -and it will flee from you.
—Mary Barker Eddy

SOUTH FULTON
SCHOOL NEWS

JUST RECEIVED!
A Car Of
Al ABAMA

BRILLIANI

11Rirpl

IMPORTANT
MAN

• High In

GENERAL

Heat

4b Low Ash

GARDM

Less than 3%)
• One You Buy It,
You'll Always
Buy It!
Stoker or Lump
Immediate Delivery
oecwriosaa
Sit ot folded
et GIMP e•CO
I Accomodate"
pastport JIB
d casc
Sn

CITY COAL CO
TELEPHONE 51

Hi there! I hope everyone
enjoyed their Thanksgiving holidays. I sure did. I spent most
•çf.mine in Murray. To name
a "few who also spent their vaccation away from home. Patsy
went in .Nashviner
Patricia Jo Orr went to Jackson, Jerry Hart went to Springfield, Tenn.. Larry
Kimbel
went to St. Louis, Charles Toon
went to Corinth, Miss. Michall
Jeffness----even went clear to
Dallas,, Texas! !
Guynelle
Payne and Beverly Lacewell
spent a few days in Union
City, Tenn.
We are sorry to hear of Jimmy Payne breaking his arm.
Linda Weems is back in school
again. She has been in the
hospital with a broken arm,
also.
Listen to this! Carl Wade
and Dickie Collier killed 20
rabbits, 2 quail, and I squirrel over the Thanksgiving holidays.
A pep meeting was held dur-

SHAINBERG'S

Black & White tore

nCOr
worth...
urf ••
IRONER

UNION CITY, TENNESSEE _

lov•—Elgin
me Watches

—Wallace
leirloom
Iverware
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GLASSES NO CURE-ALL
• NEW HOPE NEWS
Many persons assume that
Wrs. Bartel Walston • wearing eye glasses will cure
Mrs. Neal Scearce and R. B. '
them of the ailment for which
spent the week-end in Memphis with Mrs. Scearces daughMiss Laura Fern Hayes has they were prescribed. But this
ter and their family.
returned to her., home from is not the case. Instead, they
Miss Mary Ann Simpson who the Fulton Hospital after hav- serve merely as a badly needed
is in school at Murray College ing undergone an operation for corrective for vision for those
"pent the Thanksgiving holi- appendicitis last week. The last who are nearsighted, farsighted
have _an -astigmatism.
days--with—her parents, Mr. and -report--we--had she was cloin
Mrs. A. Simpson.
fine.
of
Mr.
and Mrs. Archie RushMr. and Mrs. Harry Barber
Mr. and Mrs. A J. Edwards
and Mr .and Mrs. Charles Ray and son, Brent, of Madisonvil- ton were., Mr. and Mrs. Carl
njoyed a spaghetti supper at . 1e. Kentucky, spent the week
tbe homn of Mr. and Mrs. end with her parents, Mr. and Wane,
Bay Jackson Saturday night.
Mr. John Howeil, Sr.
Mrs. - Daigle-- Bondurant and
FOR THE
Mr. and WS.' Porter Lewis
Clarice spent the Thanksgiving
ure enjoying their new televi-.holidays with Mr. and Mrs
sion set.
Marine Pvt. Frank Cardwell, son of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Oliver and Kenny in
Donald Garrison of Memphis.
Memphis.
Ernest R. Cardwell of 112 West St., Fulton, Ky. is
Mr. and Mrs. Wilmer Cruce Tennessee spent the week end
congratulated by Maj. W 11. Mulvey, his battalion and sons of Lone Oak, Mr. and with Wayne Latta.
IN GOOD
Bro. Loyd Henderson preachexecutive officer upon joining the regular Marine
Mrs. Cecil Cruce and Donna of
Corps.
Milan, Tenn.. spent Thanksgiv- ed the Sunday morning serThe local Marine completed recruit training at the Ma- ing with their parents, Mr. and mon at the New Hope Baptist
Church.
rine Corps Recruit Depot, Parris Island, S. C., Nov. 2 Mrs. Johnnie Cruce and John
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Phillips
Elmer.
•as a reservist and was sworn into the regular Marines
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Albert visited their son, James M.
the same day.
Scearce and sons of Evansville Phillips and family of Fulton
spent thp weekend with his last Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Harfire Thursday morning with mother, Mrs. Mammie Scearce.
ristin—of- Fulton visited Wfr. and
• MIDDLE ROAD
very little saved. Any donation
.Mr. James Lipton, Chancery Mrs. Leroy Latta Sunday
afterSEE
Mrs. Jeff Harrison • will be appreciated.
Court Clerk of Hernando, Miss.
Mr. and Mrs. Godie Puckett visited with James Menees and noon.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Gotz visitand Cletus and Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Cason last week. He enWeek of Nov. 25
ed Mr. and Mrs. Earl Williams
We are glad to know that Joe Roach and Johnnie Boyd joyed duck and quail hunting Saturday.
Mrs. Homer Weatherspoon is spent Thanksgiving with Mr. during his three day stay.
Mr. and Mrs. Rap Pharis of
able to be home from the Ful- and Mrs. W. D. Inman.
Mr. and Mrs. Dual Lynn, Mr. Beelerton were Sunday dinner
FURNITURE CO.
Grisson
Luben
and
Mrs.
tnn hospital.
and Mrs.
C. Menees, Sr., Mr. guests in the Wallace Webb
children spent Friday with Mr.
Elmer Cason, Jim Carter and home.
Little Telitha Black spent and Mrs. COlernan Evans.
207 CHURCH ST
James Lipton enjoyed a turkey
Monday with her grandmother,
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Walston
Newton
.and
Mrs. ,Irene
dinner with Mr. and Mrs. visited Mr. and Mrs. Porter
Mrs. Jeff Harrison.
Ladive and Mr. Charles RoPHONE 35
Thanksgiving Lewis Thursday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Bolton berts and Mrs. Duey Inman James Menees
Dinner guests in the home dlIWEIMMIEWIONIk
and Charles Hubert. visited spent- Friday with Mr. and day.
Mr. and
Mrs. James C.
Monday night with Mr. and Mrs Jeff Harrison
family spent FriMenees
and
Mr.. George — Black arid -TeliMr. and Mrs. Coleman Evans day
night and Saturday . with
tha.
visited Saturday night with Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Pruett in
—Mrs. Hastings of Michigan is and Mrs. Joe Wilhauks.
St. Louis.
visiting
her daughter, Mrs.
Chester Wade and Mr. and
Hubert. Bolton and family.
Mrs. Jefferies and family spent
If there were no evil in ourMr. and Mrs. Jeff Harrison Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
selves, there could be no tempspent Tuesday night in Hop- Coleman Evans.
tation from without, for nothkinsville with his aunt, Mrs.
FALL SEED FOR COVER CROPS AND
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Black
D.- M.—Harrison and Garland. and Rub§ and Mr. and Mrs. ing evil could seem pleasant
WINTER PASTURE. All kinds of Small Seed:
—F. M. Crawford
Mrs. Margaret Roach and James Black visited Sunday
grass, Clover, barley, oats, rye.
Margaret Earl Boyd spent Wed- with Mr. and Mrs. George
nesday with Mr. anc7 Mrs. W. Black and Telitha.
D. Inman.
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Harrison
OUR SEED CLEANING PLANT IS NOW IN FULL
The home _at Mr. and Mrs. visited Sunday afternoon with
OPERATION! Let us clean your Rarley,—Clover,—
Lewis Davis was destroyed by Mr. and Mrs. Carl Phillips.
Kobe and Korean
Mr. and Mrs. W D. Burcham
and Mr. and Mrs. Fed Evans
ing Activity period Tuesday.
Report cards were given out visited Sunday night with Mr.
IT'S PAINT UP AND FIX UP TIME
Monday afternoon. Som e. were and Mrs. Coleman Evans.
Mr. E. L. Browder was the
sad and some were glad.
and time for that good HANNA'S Paint — the
I hope you attended the ball Sunday dinner guest of his
best
yet. Complete stock house paint, farm paint;
game Tuesday night between sister, Mrs. Bertha Nugent.
interior or exterior.
Hornbeak and South Fulton.
You really missed some good
Finding a
games if you didn't. Everyone
SEE US BEFORE YOU BUY
has probably heard the results
to match your rug?
OUR
CASH PRICES ARE HOT I
by now so I won't go into
We have lust the color you weer
them.
In our wide sod wonderful soo.
The Sophomore class sponIan:ion of hundreds of exciting
sored a spaghetti supper before
"IT PAYS" TO SHOP AT
new Maestro Colors.
the game for the crowd atReal
Insurance
Estate
and
tending the game. It was quite
welt custom-mix yoor colon
For Best Service in Fire
for yoo 111411111RPM
a success.
Be sure to go to Rives Fri:
and Automobile Insurance
FULTON PAINT &
day night to see "Panthers - and
SEE
Pantheretts" taingle with the '
GLASS CO.
"Devils and Devilettes".
Fulton
Church Street
Charley Stephenson
Phone 202
East State Line
Well if you think this is the
end, It is! !
Week of Nov. 25th

BEST

USED

FURNITURE
EXCHANGE

SEE US — BEFORE YOU BUY!

JEWELRY
D.
—Phone 398

2.64).4
BOY'S FUNNEL SHIRTS
Pre-shrunk cotton flannel is soft, warm, washes
perfectly. Neat-looking plaids in choice of bold or
conservative color combinations. Sizes 6 to 16. Give
him a couple for Christmas!

Reg. 1.491

1.00
LADIES' HOLIDAY UMW WINTER
EVENING DRESSES
COATS
Exquisite, waltz - length
styles — beautiful full
skirts! Some of nylon
net, some with chiffon
panels, with glamorous
lace! White, pink, or
pale blue. Broken Sizes.
Reg. 17.951

15.00

Wool martinique chinchillas, wool tweeds,
poodle-cloths, wool-cashmere blends, suede cloths,
wool fleeces, leatherettes! Sizes 8 to 18, 141 ..
to 241Xj.

41.00
Reg. 49.95 now 31.00
Reg. 59.95 now

ELVIS PRESLEY SATINS, TAFFETAS
SHIRTS
For Christmas Formals

Combed cotton knit shirts
with Elvis in full color
on the front! xi length
sleeves! Washes perfectly. Sizes to fit 8 to 16.
Reg. 1.99!

1.00

*C.c.?

:1111111d
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NYLON CURTAINS
100 Inches Wide!
nylon in
fresh
white, pink or gold. Easy
to wash, dry quickly,
need no ironing. Extra
wide 6-inch ruffles. Each
pair is a full 100 inches
wide, 90 inches long.
Crisp

u. Ft.

EZER

• $329.95
ONLY

2 for 5.00

f9.95

(Ion tire in

rayon tire.
'0 x 15 ny-

Store
!Fulton

d Fagan

tsrewssaaaraissos

WOOL-FILLED
COMFORTS
Gleaming acetate satin—
plumply filled with
100'; soft, warm wool.
Handsome scroll stitched
design on both sides. Reversible — color on each
side — choice of beautiful color combinations.
Reg. 6.99!

6.00

avin
'Rouble

PAINT

BURROW CANNON
& BURROW

AC-lat.;child Soils

/
/*7
4
(
1111
.7' This year give her years of pleasure!

Both in every color of the
rainbow! Satins, 41-ins.
wide. Taffetas. .15-ins.
wide.

2 yds. 1.00
BOYS' STRETCH
SOCKS
Helanca Nylon!
First quality socks in
good-looking argyle s,
stripes, novelty patterns.
Wonderful for Christmas presents because you
don't have to know his
size — stretch to fit all
sizes perfectly!

3

Prs.

---_ A modern
electric
range

1.00

GIRLS' WOOL
COATS
Wool fleeces, wool fiplaids,
brenes, stylish
checks, solid colors. All
beautifully tailored, warm
wool interlinings. Broken .
sizes.

Reg. 14.95 now

12.00

1

WIRE FO'
IT'S

the gift of a lifetime!

A gift she'll be happy to use every day
of every year. And you'll reap rewards for
your thoughtfulness—every time you sit down at the
table. Order an electric range from your dealer now— so
you can have it installed by Christmas!

If your hoiri• locks 240 colt wiring
for

4

this and

other

major

appli

onces, your dealer con advise you
on plans for its installation. Our
office will bit glad to offer rsicom
mendations on any wiring changes
or additions you desire.

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY

Clure received the guests, and
Engagement Announced
OWEN EXUM. Milton Owen Mrs. Croft. An entertaining reMrs. Aubrey Bondurant presidis coming home for CHRIST- creational period led by Mrs.
(Continued from Page 3)
ed at the register. Mrs. Gene
MAS. He has been aboard the Joe Mac Reed concluded the
acted as hostesses in the Cal- Poe and Mrs.. Guthrie Luther
WASP on a tour of duty for meeting.
assisted
in
serving
delicious
relison home and honored them
the past six months and will
The skit entitled "Time and
freshments of individual cakes
with open house.
have a 22 day leave to enjoy Energy" was enjoyed by the
Mrs. McClure and Mrs. Hibbs and coffee.
the holidios with those who Fulton Club at their meeting
The highlight of the celebradecorated the house throughout
love him best. 'Twill be a hap- which was held at the Cumber
was
when
their
daughter,
with lovely flowers. The dining
py dat--ar: i WE'RE happy for land Presbyterian Church.
table was overlaid with an im- Mrs. Gerald Harrison, and sonthem!
Mrs. Efficiency was played
in-law
called
from
Detroit,
ported lace cloth and silver
by Mrs. Foster Edwards and
Mich.,
to
wish
them a haripy
candelabra held glowing tapMrs Inefficiency by Mrs. G.
_
anniversary. They had receivHomemakers
ers.
•.
Butler.
H.
The (• 1
Pittrs- Mc- ed flowers from them earlier.
Continued I rons rage-11
- devotion:it-wag given by
-TheMr. and lifizT-CiiMion recentMrs. Sowell led the group in Mrs. Harry Allison.
ly purchased the former home
Mrs. J .B. Rafferty gave a
songs and games.
of the South Fulton Baptist
The- Montgomery Homemak- on "Our Capitol." The land
Church. Besides having renoers met November
vated it into a charming home.
15 with scapt• not s were gifen by Mrs
Misses Qoske and Jona Roach Edwards..
it holds many cherished memofor and all day ,mee_ttng, :11,e
members attended
Eigteen
r:es as this is where ..and
-Intere-stIng " Home M4nagement The meeting and- thi'ee visitoto,
-Mrs.-Callison and Martha Ann
lesson on how to save time Mrs. A. M. Provine, Mrs. Sam
United with the South Fulton
and energy was given by the Jones and Mr
Bertha McBaptist Church, and later Marleaders, Mrs. Mill Shaw, Jr. Cleod.
tha and Gerald were married
MRS. YOUNG (See Diary)
and Mrs. Gerald Hapler.
there.
Nineteen menibers attended
Approximately 65 called be- the Water Valley Methodist
tween the hours of 2 and 5 Church were hosts to a lovely the meeting of the Victory NOTEBOOKp. m. and to this loveable party on Monday. Nov. 26 at Club which was 'held in the.
(Continued from put, on,couple each guest wished them 7 p. m in the home of Mrs. K. U. Wilding at Fulton: Mrs.
you
holly
talk about the children
Mobley.
T.
J.
Smith
was
hostess. The
many more happy anniversarMiss Rita Copeland, bride- devotional, with a Thanksgiv- you're too personal . •.if
ies.
Mr. and Mrs. Callison receiv- elect of Bob Alexander was ing theme was given by Mrs. you ignore them you're mg
if you pro
ed a large number of nice the inspiration for the lovely Ernest Jei lit ins. The lesson, lecting them .
affair.
"Making Your Work Easier." mote local projects you're too
gifts.
.
if you ignore them
Miss Copeland was stunning was ably given by the leaders, ;age!.
you're not interested . . .
and Mrs. .
In a blue knit dress, trimmed Mrs. Gene Dowdy
Of wide social interest is the
you
write a
humorou,
In a white angora collar. She Harold Copeland. They each if
announcement made at a party
you're
not
seriou.
had made the suggested lap column
wore
a
gift
corsage
of
pink
on Saturday evening tn Clinif you_write ser
tables for demonstration at the enough .
Carnation
t.
The
honoree
was
ton. Ky. of the engagement and
meeting. These small tables tously every week, . you think
approaching marriage of Mrs. presented a beautiful George make so many tasks
.if yoo
easier. you're important .
Washingt
on
bedspread by the
Constance Webb Young of Union
Landscape notes and the citi- jtot report the news . . . you
city, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. society members.
ughta shut up .
if you sob
zenship les.urr was given by
Delicious refreshments were
Wallace W. Webb of Clinton.
sit, business, you're trying t
the - leaders.
HENRY
served
the
to
following
guests
to Glenn Edward Davis, son
. if yoa take busl
The Ben•lett Club met in the get rich
"Hammer'in Hank"
of Mrs. Nancy Smallwood Davis -Miss Copeland. her mother,
tiesS as it comes .
.you're
home
of
Mrs.
At
-dell Harringof Cleveland, Miss., -Ind the Mrs. U. S. Copeland, Mrs. Edd
deal-beat . .
if you wanni
BETHEL
Smith, Mrs. Roy Latta, Mrs. ton with Mrs. 0. C. Croft as get industry
late Dude Davis.
here . .
you're
Star salesman at Wade Mrs. Young is the grand- Serna Elliott. Mrs. Porter PR, co-hostess. The meeting was r ..t satisfied with
the town . .
'
attended
by
twenty
three
low,
memMrs.
Will
Puckett.
Mrs.
Furniture Company, in- daughter of Mrs. Estella Free- Proctor, Miss Ade11 Puckett, bers, one new member, Mrs. if you leave expansion iilore
man Webb of 419 Edding Street,
Van Latta. and one visitor, y. u're asleep at the switc
vites all of his many Fulton,
and the late George Mrs. Hal Kizer, Mrs. E. J. Hall.
Mrs.
friends to do t heir Washington Webb, pioneer Vir- Mrs. Bill Pirtle. Mrs. Carl Pir- projectIrene Williams. For the
lesson, Mrs. Bill Fen Some day we're going te
Mrs. Mable Tibbs, Mrs. HolChristmas shopping at ginans who settled in West tle,
wick as Mrs. Efficiency and send out eight pages of blank
Kentucky, and the late John ly Mobley and Harold Puckett.
Mrs. Harrington as Mrs. Inef- rivw sprint in tit: mail and find
11"adds.
Bostick and Mrs. Lillie Phelps
ficiency
presented
a clever- t.ut the following week if any
Wade's are celebrating Bostick of Beelerton. The bride- Doris Winfrey and Mrs. Joe skit
of making a salad Mrs. Ludy got mad at what was in
elect
is
cousin
a
of
Mrs.
Ira
Fly
were
entertain
ed
severby
their 22nd Anniversary Little
Efficiency was seated comfort- the paper. Betcha we'll have
and Mrs. Fred
of al of their friends with a birth- ably at her
lap table with •t'rnebodY say
Vied t,
during the month of De- Fulton and is a nieceWorth
of Mrs. day party in the Rebel Room eferything she
needed on the wrap a package with that
Vester
Freeman
also of this of the Derby Cafe Wednesday table.
cember.
Mrs. Inefficiency stood newsprint and it tore all t,,
evening.
at a low table to prepare- her pieces
Mr. Bethel said today city.
stop your &limed
Mr. Davis is the grandson of
salad and made several trips paper.
that Wade's prices are the late James Monroe and
Nell and Milton Exum are to get her needed supplies.
lower than ever before. Mary Baker Davis and George singing
The devotonal was given by Tune to WFUL for loes1 tit ws
a song these days-beWashington and Mary CatherFor instance:
ine Holly Smallwood of Cor- cause THEIR hearts are really
"breaking forth into joy!" Arid
Regular $189.95 De- corna,
Mr. Davis served four years they have EVERY reason to be
Luxe Console Sewing with the U. S. Air Force, both happy because-come Sunday
the whole family, (inMachine during Wade's in Korea and England. He is morning
cluding Milton's sister, Helen
now city editor of the Union
Plott from DeQuoin, Ill.) will
gigantic sale, only $79.95. City Daily Messenger.
The wedding will take place leave for the Memphis:Airpert
Wade Furniture Co. at 2 p. m., Dec. 22 in the chapel in the wee small hours-to
meet the, plane from San Diego,
Of the First
"Trade with WADE and in Union City.Methodist churcn Cal. You may well know that
the MOST important person on
Save"
that plane will be a SAILOR:.
Members of the Women's in the United States Navy
Lake Street-Fulton
Society of Christian Service of whom we know as MILTON
lagsatioatagateacsazgaciarsantsasantatiariantatagsavasasksaigicacatamtateglioigi
anagagagsiesitsgaitatatilizat
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HELPFUL SUGGESTIONS FOR YOUR
CHRISTMAS GIFTS

3:
111

Suit or skirt lengths-from the
finest woolens
$1.89 to $2.99 yd.
ROBE LENGTHS-Corduroy and
and plisse
59c to $1.39 yd.
DRESS LENGTHS-Wash silk, velvetein,
faille and Cotton; white wool jersey
59c
to $2.49 yd.

Milliken and Peerless woolens. ,
IVY LEAGUE SHIRTS made from corduroy,
cotton or suede cloth
69c to $1.39 yd
PAJAMAS made from Dan River cottons
69c

ye

hi
Pe

SHIRTS-Cottons, suede cloth,
corduroy
PAJAMAS-Dan River cottons

59c to $1.39 yd.
69c yd

For The Home
New Draperies, 89c Yd.
New Slip Covers 79c Yd.

For .1 Practical Christmas Shop
And Save .41

FULTON FABRIC SHOP
C amme rcia 1 Avenue

Fulton, Ky.

Basketball
Game 3ot
4%-in. inflated
ball
94-in.
hoop on 24-in.
metal upright.

2.98
Tinker

Toy Set

2.00
1 1c,

Polished chrome 2-cell flashlight, gift card.
Deluxe

on Model 21c137)

98c

General Electric
TV BUY

dr
.

Radio Tot
Wagon
Double
Holster

20x10-in.
size,
all metal, rubber tires. Red
enamel finish

. Two Pony Boy
• pistols.
Wyatt
!Earp
lettered
on holsters.

2.19

Hard toody
filled renters

29c Lb.

29c Lb.
39c Lb.
Sparkling, Flavorsome Mixed Candies
As.bright as jew▪ e▪ ls and so delicious they literally melt in
your mouth! You'll want a variety-for stocking-filling,
for festive holiday treats!

•
" • :1
Ne'
.
4 5
I

7.98 S•t

4.98

Auto
Transport

ONLY $2.90 PER WEEK

Disconnecting
trailer, loading
ramp, two sedans. Metal.

GE-TV ... 261 square

2.98

inches of viewable area!

Toy _Cash
Register
Ruth

UP-FRONT Tuning

• CLEAR as a movie screen: sharp, It
bright picture.

;4.
;4
• Set and forget vol utile control; no

• POWERFUL
ized picture

need for continuous adjustment.

GE chassis; alumin-

•.

tube; dynapower speak-

er.

Phone 1

Sheer 51 and 60 gauge With
smart dark seams!

Tree •
Lights
Finger
Painting

Boom
raises,
lowers. Heavy
rubbei
steel,
treds. 21-in.

11707070707071711101111071117107$107•7111070707•707111010707417070

it
1.070711X01611171114701•76.111111171101117107111707/7•111107

2.98

Lovely
._

no-seam style!
5 3 -pc.
set!
Logs,
gables,
chimneys,
roof pieces

Steam
Shovel

Fulton, Ky.

Jr "
Two key rows
Push
lover
015 • ,1,.1%.

4-in. 59c

98c Set

Fulton Hardware & Furniture Co.

Barry Gift Nylons

79c to 1.15 Pr.

Glass Candy or Nut Dish

Lincoln
Logs

If

V

NO

For Son

(This offer applies only

Lake Street

•

or a skirt of these fine woolens. Dress
lengths, 98c to $2.49 yd. Skirt lengths
$1.89 to $2.99 yd.

•

•

a
be
ne
Yc
to

DRESS LENGTHS: She will love a dress of
wool, velveteen, taffeta, jersey or silk

LADIES' OR MAN'S

Hard candy II. V
ripely flavor,

1.98

Hydraulic
dump Truck

"Gaylite" 7lamp
multiple
indoor
string...
Heavy ,ste'e'l Col4Ted bulbs.
Raises, clump,:
1.98
automatically.
2I-in. size.

6 jars
pain
spatula,
I.
sheets
pap(
insitructions.

98c Set

5.98

BEN FRANKLIN
LAKE STREET

SAI
tie
Fe

For Daughter

Saran
hairarms and legs
bend so real!
12 and 151.2-in.

toy butmix ...

$P_P

Si
St

IS NOW OPEN

torereme

vi
F1
ci

SLACKS AND JACKETS lengths from

Brother
& Sister

V

t•t-ifi.•

For Dad

143 pieces for
building wheel
titys,
bridge .
etc

Free! $55 Gruen Wrist Watch

SI.)

For Mother

***
STAR SALESMAN

V
V
V
V
V

ALI
vi
St

PHONE 28

FULTON

Foil Gift
Wrapping
Printed
holiday designs.
Two
20x26-in.
sheets in pkg.

25c

-pn
!It

Immo

)ec. 6,

19;0,

YOUR

$2.99 yd
• $1.39 yd

D

59c
$2.49 yd.

rov,

$1.39 yd
69c y.4—

o(
silk
re**
Ohs

• $1.39 yd.

69c yd.

CLASSIFIED ADS

BARGAINS FOR
Christmas: "OP PRICES PAID for cenuttrY WELLS DRILLED for industry
living room suites, 510.00. and eggs. Smith's Cafe.
and homes. Modern equipup:- Have sonic real nice
mint, experienced workmen.
WE
hundreds
PRINT
of
thoussuites. Two good drop leaf
ands
envelopes,
stateof
KINDS
ALI.
OF KITS made
tables, end
ta bles4 coffee
Ph
WrOinee 2
°
81.1, i
cllltOn.
i Wilis
r
ments, .letterheads, business
while you wait. Forrester'.
tables aad table lamps at
cards and office-forms year- FIVE' SIZES of blank shippir,V
Shoe Shop. 204 Main..
bargaiM at Wade's Used. 112
tags always in stuck; -from
ly for businessmen all over
—
- -Maui Street, phone . 478.
SLAUGHTER ileum. open now.
the largest to the smallest
the. Ken-Tenn area, right in
killing beef and hogs Call STOVEPIPE,
You can buy 'cm plain or
our own well-equipped shop.
The
elbows, pampers,
Fulton
County
ASC
335 day or night. Paul Dewe'll print 'em for you. If Convention
Send us your next order. The
stove
boards, etc. Exchange
was held Novemshipping
you
Myer Farm.
need
tags,
onprin
e
in
.
7
F
.
phone
g,
T
u
h
lt
N
470:
e
n
t
u
come
Furniture
her 27th, 10:00 A. M. ChairCompany,
207
to the Fulton News office. -men -of
Chureh Street, Fulton.
eseh ASC
-Pt- STF-D- end No-hunting-44ns;
209 Commercial Avenue,
Committee, duly elected Novfor-rent signs, made to your SPECIALPOWELL and htDY Shoe Renew poster bedroom
specifications.
pair offers you prompt, accu- FOR THE BEST Deal On Office .cliiber 26th, were automaticalPrompt sersuites, $139.95 to $149.95. See
delegates to the County
Furniture buy Shaw -Walker. ly
vice, economical prices. The
service at moderate cost.
rate
Arthur Mat heny today for
held
November
'See James 0. Butts at The Convention,
204
Street,
Fulton.
Church
Fulton News, 209 CommerAnything
you
need, from
Caldwell
cial Avenue.
Co., 27th. At this eonvention, the
electric mixers to refrigerat- WADE'S BIG anniversary sale "Hare ey
were ele,ded to serve
DRIVE-IN Offic1. Outfitters,
is .gaining momentum every
ova.Ivaik _stovele. _beating
SPECIAL. .O}'.. WEEK:.
--Phone- 674.. We- -trade-for your-- as. County Committee -foe---theday.
'31
friends'
Many
'
4
our
•
Of
'
14
--:.
sloyes
alia
washing machines.
bed
room
1957 Program Year and they
suite
with box
old equipment.
,
are making better buys every
Wade's Used, ITT Main Street
springs and mattress, and two
_- ::ssumed their duties December
day
during
Wade's
gigantic
phone 478.
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma- 1st.
temps!
$11993
at
Wade's
sale. Up to $110.00 off on livchine and electric floor polishUsed Trade with Wade and
Roy Bard, Chairman; James
UNEXPECTED
ing
roorn
Suites.
Wade FurCHANGE
er and electric vacuum clean- ' Sanger, Vice Chairman; James
Save Wade's Used, 112 Main
makes, available good Rawniture.'Co. "Trade with Wade
Exchange
ers.
Furniture CO. E. White, Regular Member: T.
Street, phone 478.
leigh
business
and Save" Lake St., Fulton.
in
Fulton
_
Phone 35, Church Street
H. Dallas, First Alternate; ForCounty, or City of Fulton.
SALESBOOKS of all descriprest MeMurry, Second AlterSplendid 'business secured in FARM FOR SALE: 40 acres,
tions are available from the
gnod land, with house. Loc- NEED A rubber stamp' nate.
this district for 25 years.
Fulton Now:. Short orders
ated Graves County, Ky. on
Prompt service available at
Pfxceptlona] opportunity for
This committee is responsible
made right in our shop to
milk- route, school bus route,
the Fulton News office.
right
for handling nf the ACP ProIran.
See
or
write Myryour specifications; we are
two miles from Dukedom,
tle Johnson, R. R. 2. Duke-.
gram, Marketing Quota Proageets .for the largest sales.
Tennessee on gravel road; MAYTAG WASHERS, standard gram, Price Support,
dom. Tenn or write HowAcreage
book eompanies in the busiand
automatic
models. 8129.95
one mile -north of State Line,
ie igh's, Dept. KYL-1071 -201
ness. Let ,us quote 5 ou_ on
and up. Sales and service. Allotments, Soil Bank and any
Write
Mrs.
Kathleen
Golden,
Agricultural Proyour next order. The Ful, Freedport, Fit
Bennett Electric, Phone 201. emergency
fii;x 22, Homewood, Illinois.
gram that might arise.
ton News, 209 Commercial NO PRINTING
JOB too large
Farmers of each respective
Ave.
or too small for the Fulton THE RAILROADS are hiring NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS
community met Monday night,
telegraphers and station a.• - -•
News to do for you. Best
The Southern Bell Telephone November .1.8fY and the followgents! Learn to earn top
NOW is the time to get your
equipped shop in Fulton to
Telegraph Company has ing persons were elected to
wages, at GALE: the world's and
Typewriter and Adding Macserve you. Phone 470.
largest railroad training cen- applied to thei. Public Service serve for the 1957 Program
hine Overhauled. See Cleo
_
ter. For further information, Commission of Kentucky for Year.
Peeples. Service Manager of FULTON'S every day vidume
call E. W. Cornick, Route authority to increase its rates
furniture dealer is haying the
Community I; A. L Hancock,
Thu Harvey Crildwell Com2. Crutchfield, Ky.: phone and thatiestl, to its customers Chairman; T. H. Dallas, Vice
-parrr- DRIVE-IN Office Out- Trost gigantic sale in Wade's
in
Kentucky. A schedule of the Chairman; Ernest Carver, ReCayce 2645.
history. Savings, savings, savfitters, Phone 674.
proposed rates will be prompt- gular Member; James Browder,
ings for you throughout our
WE
CHALLENb
E you to come ly filed at the local exchange First Alternate; Curtis Han
store. Big beautiful cofin to the big Wade Furniture office. A hearing upon said ap- cock, Second
fee tables from 25 00. Wade
Alternate.
Strife and compare our prices plication will be held by the
Furniture Co. 'Trade with
Community II: T. R. Williamwith
your
wholesale
cataloPublic
Service
Commission
of
Wade and Save" Lake St.
gue Beautiful grey modern Kentucky 'at its offices in son, Chairman; Neal Little,
Fulton.
• _
3,piece bed room suites. Wade Frankfort, Kentucky at 9:00 A. Vice Chairman; Chester Wade,
Regular Member; Robert IsFINE ENGRAVING of all types
Furniture Co. "Trade with M. -on December 18, 1956.
bell, First Alternate; Jeff Haris available at the Fulton
Wade and Save" Lake St
rison, Second Alternate.
News office. See our samFulton.
ples; we are exclusive agents
Community III: Chas. A.
for the finest engraving com- HAVE YOU seen Billy Evans
Everett, Chairman; Luther HutFARM
Williard
and
Outland?
not
If
pany in the midwest The
chison, Vice Chairman; G. T.
you will, they are going, goFulton News, 209 CommerciHeples, Regular Member; W.
ing, going, in every direction
al Avenue.
B. Sowell, First
Alternate;
Long Terms—
with many items purchased
Chas. Adams, Second Alternate.
FXECUTIVE POSITION in
at Wade's big anniversary
Community
IV: Philip
__ -41msr Paynaols
Louisville
bank
Open
to
sale. Why not let your deChoate, Chairman; Raymond
young man qualified in bank
I very—be--next. Wade FurniEverett, Vice Chairman; Charbookkeeping
Write qualifiture Co. "Trade with Wade
les D. King, Regular Member;
cations to H
Baker, 151
and Save" Lake St. Fulton.
T. B. Toombs, First Alternate;
South Fifth Street, Room 501,
George Hurt, Second Alternate.
WATCH
Louisville 1. Kentucky.
HER--watch
her—
Community V: Bert Yarbro,
New Gruen watch you gave
SANTA CLAUS available for
Sr., Chairman; Joe T. Johnson,
her from Wade's large selparties, large
holiday
or
—Insuranceection of fine Gruen watches.
Vice Chairman; Harold A. Rice,
small. Phone Coffee Shop at
25% off during Wade's giRegular Member: J. D. Jones,
917$, Fulton
gantic sale. Wade Furniture 408 Main St.
Phone I First Alternate; Travis NiPP. 1
Co. "Trade with Wade and
Second Alternate.
Save" Lake St. Fulton.

ASC MEMBERS ARE
NAMED IN COUNTY
ELECTIONS HERE

zee kik

HELD OVER
FOR THIRD
BIG WEEK

LOANS

ATKINS. HOLMAN

73-.7

RICHARD (CAN
DEBRA PAGET
, ELVIS PRESLEY
LOVE ME

AND FIELDS

TENDER

Tinker
Toy Set
t

tingv.-heel
beet
.

woe-

DON'T KILL your wife over
that old wash tub. Let electricity do it. Buy her a new
Speed Queen Washer. Prices
from 2105.00. Wade Furniture
Co. "Trade with Wade and
Save" Lake St. Fulton.

PCiula-t.Ms C•64, seaway
SAT — SUN.. DEC. 8-9
VANQUISHED
with

pieces

HOSPITAL NEWS
The following were patients
in the local hospitals Wednesday morning.
Fulton Hosal: Miss Rena
Finch, Rt. .1, Fulton; Mrs..Ray-

ondakei, WA, _2. Hicktnam
Mrs. R. V. Putman, Sr., Fulton;
Mrs. Raymond Gamble, Fulton; Mrs. Harvey Pewitt, Rt.
4. Fulton; Mrs. Bing Hampton
and baby, Fulton; Mr. Harmon
Buler, Hickman; Brenda Carron, Fulton.; Mrs. J. R. Nethery, Water Valley;"'Anita Jay
Holland, Wingo; Mr. Luther
Pickens, Rt, 2, Water Valley;
Harris, Fulton;
Mrs. Jessie
David Reed, Rt. 3, Martin;
Mr. B. B. Stephenson, Fulton;
Mrs. Billy Joe Forrest, Fulton;
Luther GosSum, Water Valley;
Walter Conn, Rt. 1, Fulton;
Mrs. Mike Fry, Fulton; Mrs.
Bryant Cooper. Clinton; Mrs.
A. .M. Cruce, rt.t. 4, Fulton.
Jones Hospital: Mrs. Denton
Pittman and baby, Fulton; Mrs.
James Robey and baby, Fulton; Mrs. Lennie Nelson and
baby, Martin; Mrs. Ned Waldrop and baby, kulton; Mrs.
Joyce McDade, Fulton; Mrs.
Flora Oiiver, Fulton,
Haws Memorial: Mrs. Rebec-

John Payne

••••••••111•11...

'OK

••••

74:

41i11WWW1176111WWWWWWWC AC WC MACetOW WC Oil Wig ge: Ai 74 W:

gillnifill0111111M1111

Page 7

ca Johnson, jtt. 1, Pryorsburg;
Doris Winfrey, Rt. 3, Fulton;
Mr. Tom Winston, Martin; Mn.
Ernest Morgan, Rt. 2, Water
Valley; Mr. Bill Reese, Rt. 4,
Fulton; Mrs. J. Wesley Bolin,
Arlington; Mrs. S. R.., Woodson, Rt. 1, Wingo; Mrs. Eliza•betti Poi*, Fulton; Mrs. Elbert Clark, Fulgham; Mrs. Hassell Williams, Fulton; Richard
Gossum, Fulton; Miss Mary
Jane Crure, Fultem; Mrs. Ronald Cruce, Fulton; Ward Bushart, Fulton; Mrs. Nettie Luten,
Rt.. 2. Clinton; Reba,. Morris,
.
.
.
Fulton.
A recent survey shows most .
people save for the proverbial
"rainy day." In the past four
years, however, more and more
people save with positive objectives in mind, such as buying homes and duraple goods
or providing for reti?ement.
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THURSDAY & FRIDAY
at 650 & 8:50

SURE INSURANCE
AT
LOW COST
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WHY

"ANNIE GET OUR GUN"
in glorious color-With
Betty Hutton—Howard Keel
SATURDAY ONLY
Huntz Hall & Bowery Boy,
"FIGHTING TROUBLE"

PAY MORE?

ALSO

Wick Smith

Robert Mitchum

Agency

456 Lake Street
—Phones 62 or 160-W—
Bring your repair jobs to
WEBB'S

Welding, Blacksmith,
and Machine Shop
JAMES C. CROFT,
owner and operator.
GET THEM FIXED
RIGHT at
103 McDowell Street
next to Pierce-Cequin
Lumber Co.
Phone 345

"ONE MINUTE TO ZERO"
SUNDAY /41 MONDAY
The white hot story of the
ROCK 'N ROLL
GENERATION
SAL MINE() in
"CRIME IN THE STREETS"
Next TvFs. — WED.
John Payne
Nona Freeman
"HOLD BACK
THE NIGHT"
War &
marine

women

as

only

a

can know them.
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MIK

CONVENIENT LOCATION!
PLENTY OF F-R-E-E PARKING
YOU ARE ALWAYS WELCOME!
YOUR BUSINESS APPRECIATED

'4 AC 74 Ili re: 7IC ACM

2.00
V

V
V
V
V
V
V

id it. Tot

N agon

7-1-1GINT SET

S171,

metal, rub
tires. Red

id l

2.19

f•O

7

Assorted
selected
independently.

Col-R-Teste Top
13,
.
dent', pallyn11
s, r ,nr-e
colors ersde
Mos

Santa's Special!
Wrap-N-Tie Kit
4
a
;
tel
e
r6
i

2.98

88(
32 ft t3 rolls) of
pope!, 116 ft
Io
le innniil of ribbon
At.

B•outifsA
spinning.

rnus.cal top.

r,

L98 VALUE

111

Typewriter

"Tom Thumb- typosfrlfdt
untti cove Types 48
rhs.ocrers —hos stand.
au! kiyboord. her thift

It
It
It
I.
It
It
It
It
It
It
It
It
It
It
It
It

It
It
It

V

Colorful .14 cot
ton stuffed doll
with plastic face.

V
it
V

-Handy Andy"

r

It

Located on the Mayfield Highway next to the
Ford Garage in FULTON, KENTUCKY

99(

15"

"

14

V

51aorto6i- c57
,4ece.W./
CLOWN DOLL

1.49 VALUE

onal
Jr'
key rows
lever
drawer.

25c

5. • rol

burn

,y Cash

holid
lesigns.
20x26-in
in pkg.

she,

Oils
colors.
import lights,

.egister

il Gift
apping

KP'S
Liquor
Stoke

99(
1.59
V AIME

finish

IF

1.1 as

le I

s

It

•
\

I

1:111111dis

MICROSCOPE SETS

.44s11414,f, 4

04
ft

ft

II 1, ;all
--1
‘
1

%Wing

lAochine

ieble—Cheirs

1095
Practical and

Iv& MI
stvel cOestrucl100. soft,
td 4ps•rol• Silses 0

Orono char stitch.

$10.95
Phonograph
Big

microscopes, range

upbolster•cf who son ,t•
sop. 2 folding cho.rt

Poo o els. model plays
Irldd,•s and standdrd
retards, Sturdy, plaid
TrafTtdrefill carry cos..

400x. Reguilarly $14.95

HEADQUARTERS: Varney HO trains, miniature
motors — plasttic and plywood boats, planes, cars.

MODEL
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BEER TO GO

K. P. DALTON, SR.
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TOBACCO
Third of a series of weekly
news articles of interest to
tobacco growers in the WestDistrict. Released
ern
by
Holmes Ellis, General Manager of Western Dark Fired
T o b ac c o Grousers' -Assn.,
Murray, Ky.
During recent weeks we have
received many inquiries regarding the proposed acreage
and poundage program for tobacco. Most of the emphasis
thus far has concerned burley
tobacco inasmuch as there have
been sharp increases in yields
since World War II, in fact,
yields per acre for burley
have practically doubled in the
past 25 years. The increased
yield, coupled with the decline
in consumptfon of the cigarettes in the past three ' years is
generally
attributed
to the
"cancer scare" and has focused
attention on the need for a

POWS
systetn that would be more effective in actually controlling
production.

I

Growth in Manufacturing Employment,
1939-1946
120% -

10016-

to plant

ping a year and then doubling
We can figure his Annual up the lollowing year.
Poundage Allotment by multiThis plan retains the Acreplying his annual acreage allot- 'age Allottment feature but adds
yield.
bank
soil
his
nient, 1.9 by
the pounds provision and perPer acre 1500 lbs. We now see mits the sale of all 'tobacco
that his poundage allotment for produced on the Acreage Allotthe third year . is 2850 lbs.
ment for the farm.
Perhaps the third year conWhat is Necessary to Put
ditions are not as favorable, This
Plan into Effect?
disease, injury, hail damage,
Legislation
would have to be
hazards
other
or
dry weather
exist and he actually sells only passed in Congress authorizing
this Olan and it is assumed a
2:150 llss. _the . third year. •
referendom would be _rainducled as has been the policy in
Nvw: What Happens? '
previous years. Farm meetings
This means that he is actu- are now being held with toally short 300. pounds of his bacco growers: in the
southern
Base --Peundage Allotment. By states to discuss this plan.
dividing the shortage of 300
lbs. by his soil bank yield,
1500 lbs, we see that he has a
AMERICAN METALS Bust
Thortage of .2 of ari acre. •
American Metal Products
Fourth Year.
The farm would again start Company plant in Union City,
ut with 2 acre base. But be- now engaged in making auto
cause he was short on produc- seat frames, has a current montion the year before he would thly payroll of approximately
get an increase the fourth $129,000, employing more thaii
year of .2 of an acre, making 400.
his actual allotment 21 acres.
The poundage allotment
would be 2.2 multiplied by
1500 lbs. or 3300 pounds.
Assuming a normal year and
that actual sales were 3300
pounds he would be in "balance" and ready to start the
next year with a 2 acre base,
the same as the first year. One of the advantages of
this plan, especially for growwith
allotments,
ers
small
would he the privilege of skip:—
Tiny Bonds is a saying

The shift, in demand from
the light, thin leaf to the heavier bodied red leaf and "tips"
is attributed_ Au_ the _increasing
popularity of filter tip cigaret- 80% tes, which now represent more
•
f.„
than one third of all cigarette
sales, and has caused a sharp
loss in demand for the grades
•
•
"heretof,ore considered higher in 60% •,0°61%.
quality.Growers observing sales
•
••
•
lost week were quick to note
•
▪
•
••
•
•
this . very significant change in
4.
•
demand. Generally speaking,
• •
Western Kentucky growers are 40% eits•
••41"•
profiting more from this change
than Central Kentucky producers as • soils in the Blue Grass
Ky.
AV.
area tend to _produce fluffy,
thin tobaecos which are now 20% •
in very long supply.
Flue-cured tobaccos produced in the southern states and
the principal component of ci0%
garettes is also in very long
III
supply.
it»
"47
'54 •u 'Se
The Secretary of Agriculture
(April)
only last week proclaimed an
11•1Pris UAL 0119•0011•064 indulges
acreage reduction of approximate& 20% for the 1957 crop. ceding
year
exceeded • the good yçaf and sells 150 lbs.
ThertTore, we find the prin. poundage allotment for the more than
the actual poundage
cipel tobacco producing areas farm.
allotment
„.. or 2850 lbs.
seeking a system that will
The fir,st step in establishing
maintain favorable prices that
Now, we have to convert his
a .poundage allotment for each
tobacco growers have enjoyed jorm
again.
is the establishment of excess pounds into acre again,
in the past before supplies bethe excess, 1
undsa yield per acre. Under the
came
insurmountable as has Soil
Bank Program, a yield by his soil bank yie d per
occurred with other crops.
per acre was established for acre, 1500 lbs., we find he has
Though the need -is greater each farm. Generally speaking. 0.1 of an acre over his base.
JUST WHAT
Third yearl--We now see that
in flue-cured and burley than the yield per acre was the
he has to adjust his acreage
THE BABY NEEDS for other types"- it is probable average of the three highest again.
that if legislation is enacted all yields obtained for each farm
Can be found in our types would be included.
during the six year period
But he starts out again with
baby department. Baby
The proposed- method invol- 1950-55, with a . maximum limit his base acreage allotment of
Gifts and everyday ves starting with the existing of 125 percent of the county 2 acres. The 0.1 acre comes off
acreage allotment which would average yield and a minimum the total leaving him 1.9 acre
necessities.
become the "Base Acreage Al- of 80 percent of the county
Gifts Wrapped Free
lotment". The acreage allotment average
yield. , The
"Base
WES TENN DEPT. for any given year, called the Poundage Allotment" is the
''Annual Acreage Allotmint," poundage obtained by multiwould be the base acreage al- plying the base acreage allotlotment plus or minus an acre- ment by the yield per acre
All types or Insarasea
age equivalent to the amount The annual poundage allotment
by which the sales of the p
is--obtained by multiplying the
SAVE ! GET our
annual acreage allotment by
in West Kentucky the yield per acre.
Most Complete Stock
PACKAGE DEAL
During the first year of op-Covering everything"
eration under the program, the
base arceage allotment and the
MOE East Walnut St
annual acreage allotment will
be the same, as will the base Fulton, Ky.
Phone 4011
poundage allotment and the
annual poundage allotment.
This is an example for a
typical ,farm:
442 Lake Street
Phone 237
-They'll Grow Bigger
Assume that a farm now has
a 2 acre base acreage allotment.
This then would become the
Annual Acreage Allotment.
Let - us assume also that
there is established a 1500
pound yield ner acre for this
farm. Then, the base poundag!
ebtained is 3000 lbs. for the
-- An Opportunity To SAVE YOU MONEY
farm. The l
innual 'Poundage
On Your Gasoline Purchases!
Allotment for he first year is
the same am unt.
Now, for the sake of illustra* * *
tion, we will assume that the
grower has a good yield and
actually produces and sells 3300
pounds from the 2 acres the
first year.
This is 300 pounds more thar
WE GUARANTEE OUR GASOLINE to be a
his poundage base.
This \excess of 300 lbs. is
major oil company product or one equally
converted . into .an acreage adhigh in quality.
justment figure for the next
year. This is done by dividing
IF YOU HA
TRIED low-priced gas before
the over-production of 300 lbs.
and found that you got poor performance, let
by the yield per acre as figured under the soil bank prous prore to you (at our risk) that you can save
gram for this farm or 1500 lbs.
on a top quality product,
So in terms of acreage this
farm has produced two-tenths
(.2) of an acre too much the
first year.
.
Second year—This farm the
second year must adjust the
acreage to reflect the overproduction for the previous
Remember, you must be satisfied or
year. He starts out with the
your money will be refunded.
2 acres base acreage allotment
but now he must cut off the
.2 of an acre so that he has
only 1.8 acre to produce. •
The yield per acre remains
at 1500 lbs. under the soil bank
plan and his base poundage allotment stays at 3000 lbs.
But this year his actual
East State Line
poundage allotment goes down
Phone 9173
to 2700 lbs. ,.
Assume that. he., has, another

.
e ,•
•
•
•
•
••40
•
•
••
•
•
•
•

April, 1956 Empl.

166,600
U.S. 16,698,000
2,442,700

A neighbor of the Alvin
Meyers family iii Wauwatosa,
by
Wisconsin. was shocked
13'
what he saw in the 11Acy,
garden.
A very hairy gardener
doing somq

BURROW CANNON
and

& BURROW
Insurance and Real Estate
Long term Farm Loans at
Inter
1.0w Rate
SS's'

Charles T. Cannon
Chorlt.5 ;:". litirrotr

4

with TINY BONDS
plan for your family

be given one "Tiny Bond." with a SOc purchase two "Tiny Bonds," etc. Paste them
in the book given you. When the book is
filled bring to our store and you will be
given $1.00 in merchandise of your own
selection, a cooperative — profit-sharing
plan which

adds purchasing power to the

dollars you spand.

TINY BONDS MAKE YOUR DOLLARS
GO FARTHER
.. .
FOR LESS

CITY DRUG COMPANY
4os Lake Street

Phone 70 and 428

Faster On Our Better Feeds"

We Feed

Guaranteed quality

THEM
You Pay

When Marketed

CHESTER'S_

DEEP ROCK STA-711011

YES! We will feed your
hogs from birth and let
you pay the bill when you
market them

"S2e Mr. Fiiont-ry"

FRIE1DLY
FinAncEiNc
311 Walnut

Ph. 1252

SEE US FOR THE DETAILS
!UMW

400.11•14,
•.

1
Hi

purchases. With each 25c purchase you will

WANTED

289
319

4

ON THE MONEY YOU SPEND

1

REGULAR
PREMIUM

was

The stranger turned out to
be "Cookie"--the Meyers' pet
ape, who had escaped three
weeks before.

Free Dividends

DEWEY JOHNSON

STORE, Inc.
Fulton

APE — ANTICS!

SOUTHERN STATES FULTON COOPERATIVE
South Fulton

211 CoMmd Ave.

YOUR SOUTHERN STATES COOPERATIVE SERVICE AGENCY

•

24

ncs!

• AUSTIN SPRINGS

the Alvin
Wauwatexiii,
hocked
by
the Meyers',

Go To Church Sunday

Mrs. ( Arry Friel& •

SOUTH FULTON
SCHOOL NEWS

•PIERCE STATION
Mrs. Charles Lowe •

Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Bynum
Rev. Robert Mbore filled his
and daughter, Gloria Ann, are
regular appointments at Johnspending a few days with parmorning
son Grove Sunday
by
ents Rev. and Mrs. T. T. Harand night. He and Mrs. Moore
Weak,
Martha
ris and family in Jefferson
and Mrs. Era Brown from Mil-City, Tennessee.
burn, Kentucky were guests in
Hi there' What's cooking in the home of Mrs. C. E. Lowe.
Leslie, small son of Mr. and
deserves
Mrs. Buton Lassiter, is suffer- sour part of the world? There
Little Bobby Polsgrove haping from trench mouth and un- is nothing much happening in pened to have a very painful
der the are of Dr. _Poe. The the i.chool this week. I said accident Saturday afternoon.
malady struck the fifth grade T wouldn't metiVon the taet but _He opened the car door and
students 'of Palmersville school I am anyway, we beat Horn- was thrown out. His face and
sarong oases start at $4.21
beak! The girls and boys both hands were badly bruised but
several weeks ago.
usspoons start it $3.72
the
over
triumphant
- Jerry Copeland was a patient were
no bones were broken. He was
Waves".
"Green.
Sr alias Senates start at $119.76
I Jones Clinic . instead of
carried to the Weakley County
The girls team was feted to Hospital in Martin for 'treatHawes Memorial as was reported last week.. The thirteen year a delux hamburger supper at ment.
old lad was a victim of a shot- the Park Terrace in honor of
Quite a nice crowd attended
gun accidenet on 'Thanksgiving this- occasion. The host and hos- the sale .at the home of Mrs.
Mrs.
Cleo
and
Mr.
tess
were
d y while rabbit hunting. He
Myrtle Or leang last Thursday.
ir s Unproved . to the extent Peeples. Evetyene had a wond- We are sorry to Inse Mrs. Ortime.
erful
thiit he has returned home.
leans as a neighbor but wish
A special assembly was call- her happiness in Fulton.
Rev.
Dempsey
rtenderson
filled his regular appointment ed Monday morning. Rev. John
Little Miss,Pamela Greer was
at New Salem Baptist Church Laida introduced the famous out of school Monday on acevana
noted
Martinez,
Angel
the past Sund,ay at 11 o'clock,
count of illness.
taking Iasih 9-6 as his subject. gelist, who is currently holding
Mrs. Mattie Rogers and HarThe morning service was well a revival at the First Baptist old and Mrs. Ernest.Lowe visitattended and a huge amount Church. He spoke a few de- ed in Union City Sunday afterinspiring
also
and
of food and clothing
was lightful
noon.
brought in for the Baptist words to us. Everyone enjoyed
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Long visitimmensely.
him
Orphan Home.
ed their son William Earl and
was
honored
Faulkner
Nancy
Mrs. Buton Lassiter is slightfamily Sunday afternoon.
ly improved from a siege of with a surprise birthday
was
arthritis. She is able to be up party Mondar• night. She
MRS. JEWEL GRIFFIN
really, and I mean really HOSTESS TO SHOWER FOR
only a portion of the time.
Over at the Stanley Ford surprised. Those attending THE HARRY BARBERS
house some repairs are being Were: Joan Tune,• Joe Lowe,
Mrs. Jewel Griffin was hosmade. A new roof is being put Donald Faulkner, Jessie Gambon and storage room with a lin, Loraine Fields, Joan May- tess to a miscellaneOus shower
Wyler—Bulova —Elgin
nard, Morgan Fields, Mr. and in the home of Mrs. Cecil ,Barcarport added.
Hamilton—Fine Watches
afternoon
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Puckett Mrs. Mansfield Martin and two ber last Saturday
Reeves honoqg Mr. and Mrs. Harry
and daughter, Paula, were Sat- out of town guests, Don
Gaylon Caldwell from Barber who left Monday for
urday night dinner guests of and
Interne tiona l —Towle
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Frields in Troy, Tennessee. Oh yes! Nancy Columbus, Ohio, where he will
received many nice gifts.
Gorham—Wallace'
be stationed after serving sevFulton.
Jessie Gamblin went to Mem- eral months on Guam.
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Roberts
Lunt Heirloom
shopping. I wonA large number of admiring
are found busy adding improve- "'his Saturday
Fine Sil ver ware
ments to their home near here. der if she met Santa Claus In friends were present and many
nice gifts were presented to
They are building a back porch any of the stores.
Mr. and Mrs. Barber.
and an additional room.
Games were played and a
Rev and Mrs. Dallas Hemp- Sunday.
Mr. Alvin McClain is able party plate and cold drinks
'bill, Union City, • Tennessee,
, were visitors of Mr. and Mrs. to be out again, after several were enjoyed.
se
Grover
and
True
attended days of hospitalisation at Haws
398
Go To Church Sunday
209 Church—Phone
church at ?few Salem the past Hospital.

irderier was

ATTENTION
Tractor Users

HOLIDAY HOSPITALITY
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Towle Sterling
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SAVE Oil TRACTORS,
FARM EQUIPMENT!
Recently We Announced That We Had A Limited Supply Of
Tractors And Farm Equipment That We Purchased Before The
Present Price Increase.
We Are In A Position To Pass This Substantial Savings On To
You As Long As Our Present Inventory Lasts.

They Are Going Fast
DON'T DELAY....TRADE WITH US TODAY
THREE YEARS TERMS
•••

PAUL NAILLING
Implement Co.
"Your International-Harvester Dealer"
Fulton, Ky.

Phone 16

314 Walnut SL

UNBELIE
HE LOW

LESS

NY

I 428

•

for a new 1956 Custom Model

EASY
SpiralatoreAutomatic
Thousands soldfor $289a!
NOW t99n.00
ONLY Wingi'V

and your
old washer

EASIEST TERMS IN TOWN !,
0

•You won') believe your eyes when you see
this monay-saving value.
•Exclusive Spiralator Action gets out all the
dirt.

MEM.11.71111111

It

It

•Mg Wafer Sevilla on small loads.

gitt witit
ckedettT)„wit.
...PRICED FOR CHRISTMAS GIVING
The new Golden Touch Leader makes playing Santa
easy on the pocketbook. It brings you Golden Touch
Typing at o low budget-price! It's packed with important Golden Touch Portable Features:

•Twig-Temp Dial for completely automatic
washing.

$8.00 Down, $J.00 Week

Comploto
with Smart
Two-Toms
Carrying Case

10-Day Fr“ Trial —So* It...Try it...Ivy if!

Harvey Caldwell Co.
"DRIVE-IN OFFICE OUTFITTERS"

CITY ELECTRIC COMPANY
Martin & Rushton Commercial Ave. Pulton Phone 401

$19.95

Finger-Form Keys • Balanced Segment
Shift • Automatic line-Finder • Automatic
Ribbon Rivers* • Full-Sim Keyboard

•Porcoloio Top, washtub and draintub.

LIMITED TIME ONLY

neo-rote
YOSEMITE BLUE IN
IMAM CRACKLE FINISH

JAMES 0. BUTTS, Salesmanager
Phone 674

Fulton, Ky.
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The worship most acceptable
to God oomes from a thankful
ind cheerful heart. -Plutarch

MRS. R. C. GOODWIN
Mrs. R. C. Goodwin. 87, died
at-3:30 a. m. Friday, Nov. 30,
at the home of a daughter,
Mrs. Jack Graham, in the New
Harmony community. She had
been ill five years.
Funeral services were held at
2 p. m. Sunday it Mt. Carmel
Baptist Church with burial in
Liberty Cemetery. Mrs. Goodwin was a member of the Mt.
Carmel church.
Survivors include two daughand Mrs.
ters, Mis.
Kelly V. Rose, Water Valley;
three sons, Robert and Thurmond Goodwin.. Fulton and
Memphis;
Goodwin,
Willard
two, brothers, Clifton Campbell,
Fulton, and Wesley Campbells
; -a sister. Mrs. Roy
Akron.
several
Cruce. Cayce. and
grandchildren anci great grandchildren.

DEATHS
MRS. MAGGIE BARD

John Gatitis Buried
At .Union Cemetery
Wednesday Morning

Bolin Infant Is
Buried Here On
Monday Afternoon

John Fletcher Gratis, a farmer, who lived on East State
Line, six miles east of Fulton,
died suddenly December 3 at
Fulton Hospital, after a very
short illness.
Services were held at the
Union Church Wednesed a y
morning at 10 o'clock. Burial
was in the Union Church -Cemetery. Cecil Burnett was the offSciating minister. Pallbearers
were Albert Moore, Jimmy
Yates, E. C. Haley, J. L Turner, Eugene Tarkington and
Maurice 13oficluriint.
1Mrs..Gattis -was born March
8, 1889 in Crump. Tenn., son
of the Nate Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Gattis.
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Irma
Bearden Gratis.; three sons,
Gattis of • Fulton,
Fletcher
James Robert Gattis of Fulton
and Marshall Gattis of ,Memdaughters, Mrs.
phis; four
Fairfield,
of
Tripods
John
Conn., Mrs. Irvin Cox of Union
City, Mrs. Martha Ann Qatti.s
of Fulton, and Miss Petty
Joyce Gattis of Fulton; a" brother, Vester .Gattia of Crump,
Tenn.; a half-sister, Mrs. Matt
Perkins of Crump, Tenn.; and
several nieces and nephews.
- -

Graveside services were held
December 3 at 3:30 at Greenlee Cemetery, for Cathy Bolin.
infant daughter of J. Wesley
and Cammie L. Bolin of Arlington. Ky. The child died December 3 at Haws Memorial
Hospital.
Whitnel Funeral Home had
charge of arrangements.
The ehild leaves, besides her
parents; two brothers, Stephen
Wayne and Jamie Duane; and
her grandparents. Mr. and Mrs.
John Mann of Fulton, Route 2,
and Mrs. Cora Bolin of Marlin.-
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Witeint

Mrs. Maggie Bard died Thursday night, Nov. 22, about 845
at the Fulton Hospital. after
suffering a stroke at 130 p.
iii.
Funeral serstiCes were held
at 2 p. m., Sunday at the Hornbeak Funeral Home .Chapel.
The Rev. H. E. Russell, pastor
of the First Methodist'Church.
officiated, Burial was in Fairview Cemetery. She was 84.
Mrs. Bard suffered a stroke
LONE OAR CLUB
as She and her -sister, Mrs.
ELECTS OFFICERS
Amanda Snow, were returning
FOR COMING YEAR
their
having
after
home
Smith's
at
lunch
Thanksgiving
The Lone Oak Club met at
A PROUD CHILD
Cafe. She complained of feelthe Center Wednesday. The
tfie
CHILD
IS A HAPPY
ing ill and was rushed to
SILLY LAWRENCE
morning was spent working on
hospital, where she died.
booktinds and planters, using
Funeral services for Billy
Playing a Wurlitzer
-Mrs. Bard was born Feb. 8,
Copper foil. Mrs Pearl Bethel
11
at
held
were
84,
Lawrence.
She
1882 in Hickman County.
supervi*d this work.
Piano develops pride
was the daughter of Thomas a. m. Wednesday at Hornbeak
After lunch the meeting was
with
Oliver
.
Home
Funeral
accomplishment
of
P. and Mary Ann Simpson Holcalled to order by the presiland. Mrs. Bard had spent her Cunningham officiating. Bi-frial
dent. The song "Count Your
entire life in this community. was in the family cemetery
Blessings" was led Ly Joyce
MUSIC DEPT. She wasmarried to Dick Bard near his home, Fulton. Rt. 5.
Brown. Devotional and prayer
retired
Mr. Lawrence, a
_in 1900. He preceded her in
was led by Beula Bailey The
Union City, Tenn.
at
died
death on Aug. 16, 1940. She farmer arid a bachelor,
creed wass read in unison.
club
Methodist the home of a brother, E. P.
the
with
united
Roll call was isnswered by givChurch early in life, and took Lawrence, Monday night, Nov.
a sugspeatkas to make
ing
active part in the Susannah 26. He also s survived by anoChristmas shopping easier,
Lawrence,
V.
MOTEL
J.
Fulton
brother,
East
ther
the
MILL
Class,
Wesley
DUTCH
Old and 'new business was
Regular value:
Circle of the Woman's Society Fulton, Rt. 5, and two sisters, Mrs. Reed's Father
24.1i0V11 KEST 1l RAN r
discussed and approved and
SalMrs.
and
tiuld.
Ma.
of Christian Service and other Mrs. Katie Smith
was
report
In
treasurer's
then the
Dies Suddenly
Fit
lie McAlister, Nashville. Tenn.
phases of church life.
$1 15
60 gauge, 15 denier
given.
h
1 I
N
Saturday
Memphis
member
a
was
Lawrence
a
Mr.
charter
was
Mrs. Bard
1957
for
elected
Officers
,r
whereTtleteost
member of the Fulton City of the Oak Grove Church of
I
Services for Ge4q•ge L. Swig- Were: President, Pearl Bethel.
-lea- Es I •
$1.15
Seamless, 15 denier
Chapter 41, Order of the East- Christ.
net
gart of Fulton, who died Sat- Vice President, Beula Bailey;
lirand • ern Star. She was active in the
Winnie
Cunningham:
Secretary.
the
at
urday afternoon at 2,
Garden Department of the FulMethodist Hospital in Memphis Treasurer, Joyce Brown and
Ira Andrus, 74
ton Woman's Club.
-GIFT WRAPPED"
after a short illness, were held Reporter. Wirinie Cunningham
A committee was appointed
December 3 at 2, at the WhitShe worked for a number of Prominent Farmer
for the
nel Funeral Home The Rev. J. to plan a program
years, as saleslady for Walter Buried On Tuesday
T. Hart, pastor of the Soisth Christmas party the night of
Willingham's Ladies Shop and
Services for Ira Andrus. who Fulton Baptist Church. nfticia-- December 19th at the Center.'
for an even longer period for
died suddenly at his home ted. Burial was in Greenlee Mrs. Hazel Yates joined the
P. H. Weeks Sons.
club at this meeting.
She leaves two sisters, Mrs. three miles southwest of Cuba, Cemetery. He was 32.
The project leader gave reMe. Swiggart's wife preceded
Arnanda Snow of Fulton and Saturday morning at 7. were
ports. Mrs. Joyce Brown was
Mrs. Lizzie Hughlett of Tampa, held at 2 p. m. Tuesday, at the him in death this past May.
Shoe Store
He leaves two daughters, in charge of recreation and
Fla., a brother, J. R. Holland Beech Grove Cumberland Presof
pastor
won
The
Church.
Puckett
Annalyn
the
Mrs.
byterian
Fulton
several
of
Reed
Mrs. Joe Mac
of Fulton; a niece and
Fultes
2119 Labs bogies
Burial. and Mrs. Jim W Jonakin of contest.
the' church officiated
nephews.
Jackson
of
direction
under
Memphis, and three grandchilFuneral Home of Dukedom, was dren, Tommy and Dun Reed,
satassasissustatesdattatok lit
Go';'-'rfo
CAMERA
NATURE'S
- the church cemetery " He and Jerry Jonakin
GREATEST
was 74. .
w o ,.
Franklin
Pallbearers
Mr. Andrus was born in Pruitt. Claude Williams. Harry
While most of us are vagueJuly 7, Hearn.
Lowe, Leroy
Billy
ly aware of the fact that our Graves County, Ky.,
FrankTom
Counce
Dennis
of
and
son
Hastings
the
1882,
ineyes are pretty remarkable
struments, we 'sometimes lose lin and Nancy Black Andrus.
farmer,
Gratitude is the fruit of
sight of just how wonderful- He v. as a prominent
of the Beech great cultivation; You do not
and valuable-they are. If man and a member
Presbyter- find it among gross people.
wanted to duplicate the eyes' Grove Cumberland
-Samuel Johnson '
adaptability, it would take a ian Church.
AndH.
W.
son,
a
leaves
He
kinds
different
csmera with 40
Is rnt that the truest gratiof Flint, Mich.; two brothof film capable of being interto widen '
changed at split second inter- ers, Joe Andrus of Farming- tude which strives
ton and Vernon Andrus of St. the horizon of human hapvals!
Petersburg. Fla.; and a sister, piness which has gladdened
-Henry Codman Potter
Mrs. Jessie Rodgers of Murray, us'
Go To Church Sunday
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B.F.Goodrich WHITE KING

Gives you more Freezer Space
for Less Money
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CHRISTMAS
"Joy Bringers"

SAVE
BASIS YOU CAN

Home Owned and Operated by Thad Fagan

VAN HEUSEN
CENTURY SHIRTS

FULTON

WON'T
WRINKLE
...EVER!

VACUUM CLEANER

23-in. Baby Grand Style

Extra special! Electric.
Actually operates $4.95
value.

MUSICAL TOYS
98c

$2.98

DOUBLE HOLSTER

BASKETBALLS

Set

$2.99
14-in. Walking

Up ufftil now you've had to
put up with fused collars that
wrinkle and rumple. Not anymore! You'll always look neat _
In the handsome Van Heusen
Century shirt with the revolutionary new handkerchief-soft
collar that won't wrinkle...
ever! Its patented one-piece
construction eliminates starch
and stays, too. Irons Bat in one
stroke because the fold-line is
woven right in. Lasts up to
twice as long as ordinary
shirts, yet costs no more.
$3.95 white; $5.00 superfine
white; $5.00 oxford buttondown; $3.93 colors. $1.30
shirtmate tie.

Vinyl

BABY DOLL
$2.88
DIAPER BAG SET
78c

BRIDE DOLL

and weight.

$3.95

$4.99

32-in. DOLL HOUSE
Ranch

Official - rough rubber
construction for hard play.
Pebble grain. Official size

waltz down the
aisle with lovely satin gown
with lace panels over skirt.
PHONOGRAPH
- Washable, curlable saran
hair.
Portable electric- it really
plays. Complete with 3 records, carrying vase and alligator leatherette cover.

Ready to

$10.95

Type

$5.95
CARPENTER SET

POOL TABLE
x 17

15 pieces to help that little
boy become a real do-ityourselfer. 14-in, steel tool
box.

$3.99
POUND CART
With Mallet

$2.66

88c

P H. WEAKS' SONS

MILITARY SET

BRIDE DOLL
23-in.

1- j)
Fulton, Ky.
,
41-=,---7
.
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$1.77

$7.95
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PIANOS

$9.95
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•
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Western Auto Associate Store
LAKE STREET

VOW

even,
t
Ewe,
to
stud&
•ink

•
-1
•

- At-

THE NEW
[SOFT COLLAR ON

Put
tarps

Hundreds of others for your
selection if you shop TODAY
•1 while stocks are full!
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•Holds 720 lbs.
frozln fc

Notl

•2.6 Cu. ft. "fast-freeze"
section

$239.95

•3 baskets, 3 dividers
Also 10 Cu. ft.- 12 cu. ft.

•5-year food loss
protection plan

and 20 Cu' ft.

•1-year freezer warranty
plus additional 4-year

motor compressor
guarantee

sizes

at Special Prices

l'se Our Easy Pay Plan.

Charlie Scales'Stores
MARTIN, TENN.
315 LINDELL

FUI.TON, KY.
216 CHURCH STREET

PHONE 404

PHONE 389

B.F.Goodrieh
FIRST IN

W /1lii

At
ch.
Pla
co
tin
Ai

.FGoo(drsch

RUBBER - FIRST IN TUBELESS

atimaissier

YOU

will be brought into the Social
Security System as a result of
the changes made by the new
Social Security Law. They were
covered as of January 1, 1956,
but there is one catch. No
benefits will be paid unless
the newly-covered person lives
at least until April 1, 1957. If
he dies before that date, his
family can't collect one cent.
The reason is that benefits are
not payable without a minim
roam of six quarters or parts
of six -quarters of coverage after January 1, 1956.
Q. Are doctors covered by
Social Security?
A. They are now the only self.employed
professional
people not covered under the
Social Security Law.
Q. Are railroad workers covered by social security?
A. No. These workers have
their own retirement system.
Q. Did the new law increase
the social security tax?
A. Yes. The rate remains at
2'; for both employers and
employees through 1956. The
rate will increase to 214% beginning January 1, 1957, and
will stay at that rate through
1959, with further increases in
the following years. The rate
of tax on self-employed people
was increased from
to
3 3/13'.: effective in 1957. No
change was made in amount

AND
YOUR HEAR

• Recent advances in the de- vet patient care,
but the organvelopment of heart surgery izaton's
office serves as a reskills in Kentucky, plus the ferral center and
clearinghouse
expansion of other medical in obtaining
information about
SUrvices
in this field, now a patient's indigency
status and
. make, it possible for all bat in channelling his
case through
a .few rare types of heart opers the various available
services.
ations to be performed in the
Dr. Hobbs said he felt it was
state. Authority for this state- desirable
at this time to issue
ment is Dr. Thomas G. Hobbs,
statemert about this service
Lexington, president of the "because the
newspapers in the
Kentucky Heart Association.
state have recently carried a
_AIntil a short . time ago
--of—stories about the
4411
''inmon practice for Ken- private collection of funds,
tuckians in need of heart sur- sometimes running into thougery to travel many miles be- sands of dollars, for" local citiYond the state's borders to find zens who needed heart surgery
competent surgeons with the and --'could not afford to- pay
skill, knowledge and experi- for it."
uric needed to perform delicate
In most cases, these people
operations of this kind.
have been sent out of the state
Because of better medical at great expense when compartraining provided through KHA able service could have been
:old other source's, this service give n tUtm
here at home
now available ir Kentucky through the Kentucky Heart
most instances, and usually Association at practically no
ii
at leas than it would cost else- expense to the family or the
where in terms of total ex- ocanmunity.pense.
Records of the Kentucky
Work now being done by Heart Association show that
MIA's heart surgery committee over a hundred such cases have
also makes it 'possible for any been referred to the heart surmedically indigent patient in gery committee since this serneed of a heart operation to vice was inaugurated several
be examined, hospitalized and years ago.
operated on in the ,state at
a minimum of cost, or It no
expense at all if he Is unable
to pay for this service. All
Kentucky physicians have been
mailed detailed information regarding the procedure for referring their medically indite:it
patients to the committee.
While such patients are reYou know. now if you didn't •
ferred to the office of the know before, that social securt-entucky Heart Association in ity is complicated. NevertheLouisville by private physic- less it is well worth the time
ians, all necessary services are and effort to find out just how
provided by the examining phy- it works. Today social security
sicians, the hospitals and--may--te-Awt a pay day nu
sitreeons.
Heart associaton ance. Someday it may be your
fi.nds are not expended for dir- bread and butter.
This is the last in a Kent's of
articles
containing questions
and answers on the new 1958
Social Security law, prepared
by the Louisville Chapter of
the National Association of Cost
Accountants as a -public service in answering some of the
questions on the latest changes
in the Social Security law.
Q. Can dependent parents
Pni • .all to atilt
draw benefits? ___
carpet of warmth on
your floors
A Yes. if you die fully inhave
even, steady beat la
sured and do not leave a
•s. farthest 'onsets,
widow or any dependent chilUric to install, Ma
dren. But the parents must
tato the wall between
elude
meet the following qualifications:
•Lakes N. Raw as
11) Father must be 65 and
. Aka Ease s
your mother at least 61
lefitted
121 Each must be receiving
•Ortvlata Is
nt least one-half of his or
!Ana* Yew Asia
her support from you when
•Makes Lew QM
you died. and
-Ions %slag- hey
(3) Must not he entitled to
•bawls, Ilea.
u retirement benefit equal to
I member
three-fourths or more of your
•Directional' Mem
retirement benefit.
Available
Q. If a working woman retires at 62 instead of waiting
•Gas Sarkis Ikeuntil 65, how long will she.. be
Ribbonahead in total benefits.
•(omelets, Amines
A. About 15 years. If she reSafety Controls
ceives a reduced benefit for
•EASY FHA MAU
more than 15 years the total
3 Years to Pay
will not be as much as if she
Pay As Utile As
had waited for the higher pension at age 65.
Notliieg
Q. How much will benefits
be increased by the 1958 law?
A. The 1956 law niade no
i change in the amount of your
benefits.
Q. What professional people
• *did the .1956 law extend coverage to for the . first, time?
A. Nearly, all self-employed
I persons are now covered by
Social Security. Lawyers, denPhone 1 85 lists. osteopaths, optometrists,
St
thu -opt . I. is, and naturapaths
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FARM BUREAU
NEWS
proposed increase in fl e
costs to farmers of marketing
tobacco was tackled by Farm
Bureau members at their 37
annual convention last week.
The delegates at the convention said the charges are excessive in voting on a resolution
proposed by the Madison
County Farm Bureau.
The total proposed increase,
for some markets, is from three
percent to three and one-half
percent of gross sales and from
25 to 35 cents per hundred
pounds.
In announcing the delegates
action,"Burl St. Clair, president
;if the organization said. "Farmers want to be reasonable about this and they want warehousemen to have a reasonable
return on their investment, but
It'd l this increase is excessive."
In their resolution. the Madison County Farm Bureau said.
"Since the minimum wage for
tobacco warehouse labor goes
from 90c in $1.00 this year, or
of wages subject to the tax.
The
maximum
amount
of
wages subject to tax remains
at $4,200.

an increase of 11% and since
The Fulton News, Thursday, December 5, 1956
this increase is on materially
less than half the total cost of
Temptations, when we meet
MADE HER OWN TEETH
all warehouse overhead, and
them at first, are as the lion
since the total proposed inA
woman in San Diego, Cali- that reared upon Samson;
crease from 3 to 31
but
/
2% of gross
sales and from 25 to 35 cents'fornia, apparently divorced her if we overcome them, the next
per 100 is approximately a' husband because he was re- time we see them we shall find
20% increase in Lexington and sponsible for her booking down a nest of honey within them.
other areas, be it resolved that in the mouth all the time.
the Kentucky Barm Bureau go
Mrs. Morjorie McClurken of We have complete stocks d
on record as believing the pro- San Diego told a judge her
posed increase in selling charge husband was a bit on the misii excessive, and ask that
the erly side when it came to buyproposed increase be rescind- ing teeth . . and so she want- for HOME
and FARM
ed."
ed a divorce.
Machin
es
It seems her husband forced
Mr. St. Clair pointed out
that the increase would be her to make her own false BENNETT ELECTRI4
much greater in some areas teeth. . . five sets during their
PHONE 201
FULTON
than in others because some 10 year marriage.
warehouses were only paying
75 cents an hour for labor before the new federal increase
went into effect.

DAYTON V-BELTS

BIBLES

Go to Churen Sunciasn

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low COSI

Complete Assortment

SPECIAL SALE — LARGE BIBLES

Watches, Clocks and Time
Pieses of All Kinds Accu
rattly Repaired at Low Cast
by—

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

LARGE PRINT — $3.98

CITY DRUG COMPANY
Lake $treet

Fulton

HOW BIG IS THE BIG M?
Let us show you its new size here

Savo Space,Install a

W LL HEATER
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At the Capitol Plaza—a hotel of unusual
charm located opposite the Union Station
Plaza. Noted for its genuine hospitality.
comfortable accommodations, and for its
unusual food. Parking Lots and near by
Garage facilities. Radio in every room.
Air-conditioned guest rooms available.
300 modern rooms from $3

DODGE HOTEL
WASHINGTON, D.C.

E. J. HARRIS, Managing Director
HENRY J. LEMANSKI, General Manager

.••••••••••••••••••,

FAR BIGGER IN EVERY IMPORTANT DIMENSI
ON_the biggest
size increase in the industry. A full 1711 feet from Jet-Flo
Bumpers
to V-angle Taillights _6L feet wide, and almost twotons brawny!
With 10'3 feet of lounge seat width (front plus back),
leg room and
headroom to spare! Comfort starts here_but it gets
its biggest
boost from the world's first Floating Ride_Mercury's
exclusive

combination of bump-smother tg features. And dream-ca
r ideas
don't stop with comfort. There ie a new 290-hp Turnpike
Cruiser
V-8 engine, a new Mere-O-Matic Keyboard Control,
new ballaction steering, new giant-sized brakes. And you can
get a power
seat that "remembers," an exclusive Power-Booster
Fan in the

Montclair series. And many more straight-out-of-tomorrow ideas!

Ofoodri•lkooe hood/amps, at ellustratod above, optional itqunontont eacopi

T...••••••• and kw* Doh oft.

D.C.
LIMA

The Big M for '57 is dream-car styled, but family-car big_b
y far the
biggest Mercury you've ever seen. New length, width and
wheelbase. New headroom and leg room. As much shoulder roomas in
many of the most expensive cars. And dream-car features wherever
you look. Come in. Let us show you this great new Mercury today
.

THE
BIG

1957 MERCURY with DREAM-CAR DESIGN

GOULDER MOTOR COMPANY
Highway 45, North

22" linniverslIT

ELECTRIC
MIXERS

THAT'S RIGHT! WE ARE CELEBRATING
TWE NTY-TWO YEARS IN THE FURNITURE BUSINESS WITH THE LARGEST SALE EVER HEL
D. NOTHING IS BEING RESERVED. SALE IS
NOW UNDERWAY, AND ENDS MONDAY,
DEC EMBER 24th.

These are regular-size
kitchen mixers - Not
Portables or toys!

New Comfort Plus Added Cliarm"fOr Your Ho
me
at LOW Monegr= avin* Prkces, SAVE NO
W!

$16.95

9 x 12

DO LIKE THOUSANDS DO! USE OUR EASY T ERMS
! HURRY! HURRY! ALL ITEMS MARKED
DOWN-DOWN-DOWN-EXCEPT FAIR TRADE ITEM
S.

POSTER BEDROOM SUITES
BOOKCASE BEDROOM SUITES

LINOLEUM RUGS
$4.55

PANEL BEDROOM SUITES

LIVING ROOM SUITES

WITH REGULAR

$59.95
RUBBER TOP MATTRESS

on Bedroom Furniture

Sq. Yd.-85c

Every Suite Has Been Marked Down

$130.00

FREE
BOX SPRING

Save $35.00, $50.00 up to $100

During Our 22nd Anniversary Sale

$10.00 Down Delivers!
Re". Price C229.95

ON

ALL INCLUDED IN THE GIGANTIC SALE

LINOLEUM

LIVING ROOM
SUITE

SAVE $25.00 - $50.00
YES, UP TO $100.00

9 x 12

GOLD SEAL
$8.75

Extra Special!
2-PIECE
Nationally-Known

MATTRESS and BOX SPRINGS
$47.50
Regular $69.50 SYLCON MATTRESS $44.
50

Furniture Bargains mow Appliance Bargains

•••••

610

Lane Cedar Chests
9x12 Wool Rugs

39.95

Shag Rugs, Best Quality

49.95

2-Pc. Living Room Suite (reg. 289.95)

2.75

17 Foot Home Freezer

269.95

210.00

20 Foot Home Freezer

299.95

209.00

DeLuxe Gas Stove With Griddle

140.00

Electric Range, DeLuxe

179.95

Philco Electric Range, Reg. 269.95

220.00

Regular 319.95

7-Piece Dinettes

99.95

5-Piece Dinettes

49.95

Reclining Chairs
Occasional Chairs

3-Pc. Poster Bed Room Suite

...,50% off

Foam Rubber, Swivel Rocker

Vion.e

131).00
Baby Bed Mattress

aft.

Watches, Ladies and Men's

25% off

Drop-Leaf Tables, 4 Chairs

79.95

Pictures 24x36

3.95

Maple Dinette witth Captains Chairs

Baby Beds

No

Dealers
Please!

Mengel, 3-Pc. Bed Room Suite

65.00

1/..•

Floor Lamps, up to

Regular 239.95

28-inch Drum Tables

3-Piece Bed Room Suites

Kitchen Stools

2-Pc Living Room Suite, foam rubber

150.00
5.00
40(( off
19.95

Smokers

175.00
150.00
54.50
20.00
8.00
2.25

32-Piece Set Dishes

9.00

Coffee Tables
Big Hassocks
Table Lamps, Fiberglas Shades

Hoover Vacuum Cleaners, was 97.50

54.95

Gas Ranges, divided top

99.50

Speed Queen Automatic. reg. 279.95

169.95

Whirlpool Electric Dryer, reg. 229.95

149.95

DeLuxe 30-inch Gas Range

119.95

Automatic Perculators

15.00

5.00

Record Player. 3 speed

23.00

7.95

Dual Control Electric Blanket
Radios, Table Models

5.?2

24x36 Mirrors

5.00

Card Tables

4.50

Portable Sewing Machines
10-Ft. Philco Refrigerator, reg. 339.9
5
\ 111 ,1rnalu

25.00
22.50
52.50
229.95

1)eft-.0-1)

Limited Quantities-Shop-Compare-You'll Trade
With Wade
Phone
Fulton
103
Ky.
"Trade With Wade and Save"

Wade Furniture Company

